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To observe without thinking is as dangerous
as to think without observing.
Santiago Ramón y Cajal

Executive Summary
Satellite positioning is evolving rapidly. Thanks to the deployment of new Global Naviga-
tion Satellite Systems (GNSS), such as Galileo or BeiDou, as well as the modernization
programmes for the traditional systems, such as GPS and Glonass, navigation users can use
today as many satellites and signals as never before. Satellite navigation is therefore evolv-
ing from dual-frequency GPS and Glonass to a multi-frequency multi-GNSS scenario. The
optimal use of all new signals and systems for precise geodetic applications is an on-going
research task.
In particular, this thesis focuses on the Precise Point Positioning (PPP) technique, which
makes use of precise satellite orbits and clocks for GNSS satellites to obtain centimeter-level
absolute positioning. Thanks to the precise products delivered by the International GNSS
Service (IGS), the technique has been widely used since its introduction in the late nineties,
initially for GPS and later also for Glonass.
In the context of GNSS modernization, the existing products need to be enhanced in order
to serve multi-frequency PPP. Regarding the newest GPS L5 signal, this thesis describes the
limitations of the current clock products based on GPS L1/L2, which cannot be directly
applied to PPP using GPS L5, due to the existence of frequency dependent clock differences.
For the new constellations Galileo and BeiDou, precise orbits and clocks need to be generated
before the new systems can be combined in PPP estimation. This thesis presents orbit
estimation results making use of the initial tracking data for the new systems. The limits on
orbit accuracy for the new systems are described, as well as the contribution of multi-GNSS to
the PPP technique. The positioning performance results are promising, but the contribution
to PPP accuracy is somehow reduced due to the existing model limitations for Galileo and
BeiDou, that need further improvement until they can reach the accuracy level achieved
today by GPS and Glonass. Additionally, BeiDou-standalone PPP results have been presented
during this research, both real-time and post-processed.
On the other hand, previous studies have shown the feasibility of achieving carrier-phase
integer ambiguity resolution in GPS-based PPP, thanks to the estimation of Uncalibrated
Hardware Delays (UHDs). The same concept can be applied to new systems, provided the
method is adapted to the new signals. This thesis includes an study on ambiguity-fixing for
Galileo in PPP, making use of the first four In-Orbit Validation (IOV) satellites.
v
Finally, the above concepts developed for multi-constellation positioning have been tested
in a dynamic positioning test, where two multi-GNSS receivers were installed on board a
vessel navigating in Oslo fjord, in Norway. Using this setup, multi-GNSS ambiguity-fixed
PPP has been demonstrated in a representative field experiment, and the performance of
multi-constellation ambiguity-fixed PPP has been compared to RTK.
In summary, this thesis presents the first results on the evolution from ambiguity-float GPS
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1.1 Principles of satellite navigation
When the first GPS satellite was launched in 1978, it could not be envisaged the impact
that satellite navigation has today in our lives. Although GPS was originally designed for
military purposes, the civil applications of the system have largely exceeded the original
expectations. Location-based services have been continuously growing for the benefit of the
overall society. The position delivered by satellite navigation is used in many fields, such
as transport systems, civil aviation, precision farming or surveying, just to mention a few.
Satellite navigation also gives access to high-accuracy time synchronization which is used in
telecommunications or banking applications, for example.
Satellite navigation has been recognized as an strategic asset for national governments and,
as a consequence, several Global Navigation Satellite Systems (GNSS) have been developed
in the last decades. In addition to the American Global Positioning System (GPS), Russia has
developed Glonass, Europe is in the process of deploying Galileo, and China is building the
BeiDou system. In addition, there are a number of regional navigation systems, such as the
Japanese Quasi Zenit Satellite System (QZSS) or the Indian Regional Navigation Satellite
System (IRNSS). As a result of this process, satellite navigation users can use nowadays as
many satellites as never before for Position, Navigation and Timing (PNT) applications.
Satellite navigation is based on the principle of trilateration. Time-stamped signals are sent
from the GNSS satellites to the ground. The user receiver measures the time of arrival
of the signals, and therefore gets an approximate measurement of the distance to each
satellite (pseudorange). Satellites are also transmitting their position (orbital parameters)
and clock synchronization errors, in so-called broadcast ephemeris. A detailed analysis of
broadcast ephemeris errors for multiple navigation systems is described in [Warren and
Raquet, 2003]. With this information, the receiver can estimate its own position and its local
clock synchronization error. Therefore, for three-dimensional positioning, a minimum of
four satellites available are needed.
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The standard accuracy delivered by standalone GNSS is insufficient for the most demanding
applications. As an example, typical accuracy delivered by GPS for single-frequency users is
9 meters horizontally, and 15 meters vertically (95%), [GPS Directorate, 2008]. The user
position accuracy depends heavily on the quality of the broadcast ephemeris, the disturbances
impacting the signal between transmission and reception, such as atmospheric delays, as
well as local effects, such as multipath, interferences or line of sight obstructions.
A number of solutions have been developed to enhance GNSS positional accuracy for different
applications. Satellite-Based Augmentation Systems (SBAS) have been implemented to
support civil aviation, which not only requires higher accuracy but also integrity, a boundary
to the user position error. SBAS achieve better accuracy making use of additional orbit and
clock corrections and an enhanced ionosphere model, allowing meter level accuracy for
single-frequency users. Examples of SBAS systems are US WAAS (Wide-Area Augmentation
System) or the European EGNOS (European Geostationary Overlay System).
An alternative is to exploit the temporal and spatial correlations of GNSS errors. This is the
fundamental idea behind Differential GNSS (DGNSS), which makes use of reference stations
at known locations to compute corrections for mobile users. Using a data link, reference
stations send observation data (pseudorange measurements) to the mobile users on the field.
Under the assumption of very similar errors between the reference and mobile receivers,
the latter can compensate most of the errors (orbit/clock errors, atmospheric delays, etc).
This typically leads to a position accuracy around meter level, which is bounded by the
precision of the pseudorange measurements and the presence of uncorrelated errors, such as
multipath. As an example, the Nationwide Differential GPS (NDGPS) is the US differential
GPS service, operated by the US Coast Guard since 1999.
A further evolution towards higher accuracy is represented by Real-Time Kinematic (RTK)
services. The principle is the same as DGNSS, but RTK exploits the precision of carrier-phase
measurements. In addition to the removal of correlated errors as DGNSS, the resolution of
the so-called carrier-phase integer ambiguity, i.e. the number of carrier-phase cycles between
receiver and satellite, allows to obtain centimeter-level accuracy in real-time. Corrections
can be derived from a single reference station (single-site RTK), or from a combination of
them (Network-RTK), increasing robustness and accuracy [Vollath et al., 2002]. The method
works as long as the distance between mobile and reference receivers (baseline) is small (few
tenths of kilometers). As a result, RTK networks tend to require a high density of reference
stations. As an example, the RTK network of the Satellite Positioning Service of the German
Landesvermessung (SAPOS) consists of about 270 reference stations distributed in Germany.
The extensive infrastructure needed is one of the main drawbacks of the RTK technique, as
well as the dependence to a nearby reference station, which imposes limitations for certain
applications. For example, offshore maritime positioning cannot rely on RTK due to lack of
reference stations far away from the coastline.
A cost-effective alternative to RTK is the Precise Point Positioning (PPP) tecnique, which
delivers absolute positioning. The method is based on the estimation of precise orbits and
clocks for GNSS satellites, as well as the accurate modeling or estimation of remaining
effects impacting user position, such as tropospheric/ionospheric delays, ocean and solid
tides, ocean loading, phase wind-up, etc. Similar to RTK, PPP also exploits the precision of
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carrier-phase measurements. However, the main advantage of PPP is that orbits and clocks
can be accurately estimated for all GNSS satellites using a relatively small network. A global
station network between 40 and 60 stations is sufficient to estimate orbits and clock errors
with less than 10 centimeters accuracy in real-time. One of the main advantages of PPP
is the provision of homogeneous worldwide coverage independent of the distance to the
reference stations that were used for computing the orbit and clock solution.
The International GNSS Service (IGS) is generating precise orbits and clock products rou-
tinely, that can be used for PPP. IGS is maintaining a global tracking network and coordinating
several contributing Analysis Centers (AC). Using different processing strategies and software
packages, each AC generates an independent solution. The solutions for all ACs are then
combined by the Analysis Center Coordinator (ACC) to generate the official IGS products,
that are made publicly available via Internet. There are several types of orbits and clock
products with different accuracies and timeliness characteristics, summarized in table 1.1. As
can be observed in figure 1.1, the quality of the products has continuously increased over the
last 20 years, thanks to the improvement in the models involved in satellite geodesy. Nowa-
days, IGS products represent the highest level of accuracy available. PPP users can make use
of these orbit and clock products to estimate receiver position accuracy at sub-centimeter
level for static applications. IGS does not only generate routinely orbit and clocks, but also
other GNSS-derived products, such as Earth Rotation Parameters (ERPs), ionospheric maps
or calibrated signal biases. A complete guide of the usage of IGS products for PPP can be
found in [Kouba, 2009].
Fig. 1.1: Evolution of the quality of IGS Final Orbit products. Time span is 1993-2014.
Source: www.igs.org
Additionally, there are several online PPP services available, where users can upload GNSS
data collected from mobile receivers and a post-processed PPP solution is computed. Some
examples of PPP services and their main characteristics are listed in table 1.2.
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Product Type Constellations Orbit Accuracy Clock Accuracy Latency Update rate
Real-time GPS 5cm 70ps real-time real-time
Ultra-Rapid (predicted) GPS/Glonass1 5cm 2.5ns realtime Every 6 hours
Ultra-Rapid (observed) GPS/Glonass1 3cm 50ps 3-9 hours Every 6 hours
Rapid GPS 2.5cm 25ps 17-41 hours Daily
Final GPS/Glonass2 2.5cm 20ps 12-28 days Weekly
1 The Glonass Ultra-Rapid product is experimental.
2 There is no combined clock product for Glonass, only orbits are combined.
Tab. 1.1: Summary of IGS orbit and clock products delivered by IGS. Accuracies are
approximate.
































Tab. 1.2: Summary of online PPP services available.
PPP has also drawn the attention of commercial service providers for professional applica-
tions. Generally, orbit and clock corrections are computed in real-time using a proprietary
reference station network, and sent to the users in the field via a data link (either using
geostationary satellites or an Internet connection). As an example, Fugro’s G2 [Melgard
et al., 2010], Veripos’ APEX [Rocken et al., 2011] or C&C’s C-NAV [Wert et al., 2004] offer
decimeter-level accuracy for maritime applications, all of them using GPS and Glonass.
Similar services exists for land applications, such as Trimble’s RTX [Chen et al., 2011],
Terrastar-D or Navcom’s Starfire [Hatch et al., 2006].
Typical PPP accuracies in real-time are at decimeter-level when carrier-phase ambiguities are
not resolved to their integer values, known as float PPP. Recent research has demonstrated
the feasibility of resolving integer carrier-phase ambiguities in PPP (fixed PPP), bringing the
accuracy closer to RTK, as explained in detail in [Rizos et al., 2012]. Ambiguity-fixed PPP
solutions are typically known as PPP-RTK or PPP-AR (PPP with Ambiguity Resolution), and
represent the state-of-the-art absolute positioning using GNSS.
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1.2 Motivation of the research
As described in the previous section, the popularity of PPP has steadily increased since its
introduction in the late 1990s. When this research started in 2011, state-of-the-art PPP was
mainly based on dual-frequency processing of GPS and Glonass observations, for which
accurate orbit/clock estimates were readily available from IGS.
However, the GNSS landscape is evolving rapidly, with the deployment of new systems, such
as Galileo and BeiDou, and the modernization of the current systems GPS and Glonass,
which are including new signals and frequencies for the benefit of navigation users.
Following this GNSS modernization, the future of positioning will be based on multi-
frequency and multi-constellation PPP. Multi-constellation positioning is attractive in order
to obtain higher level of accuracy and availability, particularly under marginal satellite
visibility conditions. Additionaly, the usage of multiple satellite systems increases robustness
and reliability and protects the user agains single-system failures.
However, there are a number of challenges to address before the benefits of multi-GNSS can
be fully achieved. The research presented in this dissertation has been driven by the usage
of new systems and signals in precise point positioning. In particular the following topics
have been covered:
• Extension of dual-frequency GPS PPP to triple-frequency PPP
• Precise orbit and clock estimation for Galileo and BeiDou
• Contribution of Galileo and BeiDou to PPP performance
• Real-time and post-processed PPP using BeiDou standalone, and in combination with
GPS
• Multi-constellation ambiguity resolution in PPP (PPP-AR)
• Comparison of PPP-AR and RTK in a maritime environment
1.3 Outline of the thesis
This dissertation is divided in 10 chapters. Chapter 1 provides a general overview of status
of GNSS positioning and describes the motivation for the research.
Chapter 2 gives an overview the current status of satellite navigation systems, focusing also
on their modernization plans with the introduction of new frequencies and signals, that
were used during the research.
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Chapter 3 focuses on the theory of ambiguity-resolution for GNSS. PPP does not only
benefit from the availability of more satellites and signals, but also on a more accurate
modeling of the GNSS observables. Integer ambiguity resolution in PPP has been extensively
studied in recent years, mainly for GPS, in order to increase positional accuracy. One of
the problems of the existing literature on this topic is the usage of different observation
equations and nomenclature by different authors. The aim of this chapter is to provide
a comprehensive overview of the different methods, following a common notation, and
putting special emphasis on the extension to other frequencies and systems.
The research results presented in this thesis have been published in a number of peer-
reviewed scientific articles. These are reproduced in chapters 4 to 8.
In particular, chapter 4 addresses multi-frequency PPP. GPS IIF satellites were the first
operational satellites transmitting more than two frequencies, with the new signals on
L5, on top of the legacy on L1 and L2. However, the usage of the third frequency in PPP
was found to be challenging, due to the existence of time-variant interfrequency-biases
that were already described by other authors [Montenbruck et al., 2011]. The study
presented in chapter 4 provides with a rigorous incorporation of L1/L5 ionosphere-free
linear combination observables, on top of the traditional L1/L2 observables. Additionally,
time-variant interfrequency-biases are handled by estimating a separate set of L1/L5 satellite
clocks for the IIF satellites. The result of this work was published in Survey Review in 2013.
Regarding multi-GNSS PPP, new satellite systems can bring a significant contribution to
precise positioning, thanks to increased availability and accuracy. For example, BeiDou,
the Chinese navigation system, has been significantly developed in last years. In 2013, an
operational constellation of 14 satellites allowed to obtain standalone positioning in China
and neighboring regions. The usage of BeiDou in standalone Precise Point Positioning in
real-time was demonstrated in the study presented in chapter 5. For the first time, real-time
precise orbit, clock and positioning results for BeiDou were presented. The study includes a
validation versus post-processed solutions, both for the orbit and the PPP estimates. This
work was presented in the International Association of Geodesy (IAG) Scientific Assembly in
July 2013, and accepted for publication in the IAG Symposia Series as peer-reviewed paper.
Multi-constellation PPP will become a reality once the new systems, such as Galileo and
BeiDou, are fully deployed. However, we can already anticipate today the contribution
of the new systems on top of the legacy GPS/Glonass solutions, using the initial satellites
available. In particular, chapter 6 presents orbit estimation results for the new systems, and
their contribution to PPP accuracy and availability. It is of particular interest the analysis of
intersystem biases that need to be taken into account for the integration of all GNSS systems.
The outcome of this research was published in the Journal of Geodetic Science in 2014.
Ambiguity-resolution in PPP has become increasing popular in scientific studies, as a suc-
cessful method in increasing the accuracy in GPS-based PPP. It is challenging to apply the
same approach to Glonass, due to the existence of frequency-dependent biases, but the
approach can be also used to other systems such as Galileo and BeiDou. In particular, chapter
7 presents the work done to apply the method to Galileo. This study was presented in the
International Technical Meeting of the Institute of Navigation (ION GNSS 2014), and accepted
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after peer-review process for publication in the conference proceedings. The paper has been
invited for publication in Navigation, and is under peer-review process at the time of writing
this thesis.
Finally, ambiguity-fixed multi-GNSS positioning has been demonstrated in the maritime
environment. A ferry navigating on the Oslo fjord has been equipped with state-of-the-art
GNSS receivers and antennas, in order to assess ambiguity-fixed multi-constellation PPP in a
truly dynamic environment. A comparison between PPP-AR and RTK accuracies is presented.
The paper has been accepted for publication in the Journal of Applied Geodesy.
Conclusions of the research are described in chapter 9.
Chapter 10 contains a list of non peer-review publications, oral presentations and conference
posters that have been produced during the PhD programme.
1.3 Outline of the thesis 7
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2.1 Scope
Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS) have constantly developed since the launch of
the first GPS satellite in the late 1970s. Currently, the navigation landscape is changing
dramatically, and new global and regional systems are being deployed for the benefit of
navigation users. In this chapter, we look at how GNSS history has developed during the
last decades and we describe the current status of global positioning systems, such as GPS,
Glonass, Galileo and BeiDou, whose main characteristics are summarized in 2.1. Regional
(QZSS and IRNSS) and augmentation systems (WAAS, EGNOS, etc) will also be described
for completeness.
GPS GLONASS Galileo BeiDou
Constellation Type MEO MEO MEO MEO / IGSO / GEO
Number of satellites (nominal) 27 24 30 27 / 3 / 5
Satellite Altitude (km) 20180 19130 23220 21150 / 36000 / 36000
Orbital Period (hours) 11.97 11.26 14.08 12.63/24/24
Tab. 2.1: Main characteristics of Global Navigation Satellite Systems (GNSS), when fully
deployed.
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2.2 Global Navigation Systems
2.2.1 GPS
Originally known as Navigation System Using Timing And Ranging (NAVSTAR), the American
Global Positioning System (GPS) was the first satellite navigation system available. Its origins
date back to 1973, when the US Military took the decision to develop a new positioning
system based on its predecessors, Transit and Timation. The first satellite (GPS-I) was
launched in 1978, and the system steadily grew till it reached Full Operational Capability
(FOC), declared on July 17th, 1995.
The space segment is composed of a nominal 24 satellite constellation, which was expanded
in 2011 to a 27 satellite constellation. Satellites are deployed in six orbital planes. Typically,
the US Air Force, in charge of the system operation, keeps a constellation of up to 32
operational satellites, in order to increase redundancy and availability.
(a) GPS IIF (b) GPS III
Fig. 2.1: GPS satellites (source: US Air Force).
GPS offers two kind of positioning services. The Standard Positioning Service (SPS) is
based on the C/A (Coarse/Acquisition) code that is transmitted on the L1 carrier frequency
(1575.42 MHz) [GPS Directorate, 2008], while the Precise Positioning Service (PPS) is based
on the P-code which is transmitted in both L1 and L2 carriers (1276.42 MHz) frequencies
[GPS Directorate, 2007]. The P code can be encrypted in order to allow access to authorized
users only. The encrypted P code is known as the P(Y) code.
The constellation is made of several generation (blocks) of satellites, which are summarized
in table 2.2. The evolution of the constellation over time is depicted in figure 2.2. Block
II was the first generation of operational satellites, launched in 1989-1990. Block IIA
(advanced) followed with 19 additional satellites (1990-1997). Although Block-IIA satellites
were designed with a 7.5 years life-span, there are still 5 operational satellites from this
generation in 2014. Block IIR (replenishment) (1997-2004, 12 satellites) included additional
on-board clock monitoring. Block IIR-M (modernized) satellites (2005-2009, 8 satellites)
included for the first time an additional civil signal (L2C) in the L2 carrier frequency, together
with two military M-code signals with enhanced jamming resistance (flexible power). One
satellite of this generation (SVN-49) included the first experimental payload on the L5



























Fig. 2.2: Evolution of GPS constellation.
(1176.45 MHz) carrier, which introduced an undesired anomaly on the operational L1/L2
signals [Springer and Dilssner, 2009], and was never declared healthy.
At the time of writing, the IIF (follow-on) block is being deployed. This generation includes
the operational version of the new civil signal in L5 carrier (1175.45 MHz) [GPS Directorate,
2011a]. Block IIF satellites deliver improved navigation accuracy thanks to enhanced
Rubidium atomic clocks [Dupuis et al., 2008]. 12 IIF satellites have been manufactured, 8 of
them were launched till December 2014.
The new generation of satellites (GPS-III) will provide additional signal accuracy and
integrity, including a new civil signal in the L1 carrier (L1C) [GPS Directorate, 2012],
designed to improve compatibility with Galileo signals. The satellites will also carry a Laser
Retroreflector Array (LRA) and a Search And Rescue (SAR) payload. The Next Generation
Operational Control System (OCX) is being developed to be able to fully support and control
the first signals that will be implemented in the frame of the GPS modernization programme
[GPS Directorate, 2011a].
GPS has implemented a transmission scheme based on Code Division Multiple Access
(CDMA), where all satellites transmit in the same carrier-frequency, and the signals can
be distinguished by the receivers using different PRNs (Pseudo-Random Codes), which is
unique per satellite.
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Block Launch Years Satellites L1 C/A L1 P(Y) L2 P(Y) L2C L5 L1C
I 1978-1985 10   
II 1989-1990 9   
IIA 1990-1997 19   
IIR 1997-2004 12   
IIR-M 2005-2009 8    
IIF Since 2010 8*     
III Expected 2016 -      
*Until December 2014
Tab. 2.2: GPS space segment characteristics (source: www.gps.gov).
The scientific use of GPS has brought important advances in the field of satellite geodesy,
providing a better understanding of Earth dynamics, such as Earth rotation or plate motion
[Herring, 1999], and it is an important contributor to the realization of International Terres-
trial Reference Frame (ITRF) [Altamimi et al., 2011], in combination with other geodetic
techniques, such as Very Large Baseline Interferometry (VLBI) or Doppler Orbitography and
Radiopositioning Integrated by Satellite (DORIS). Other scientific applications of GPS are
atmospheric sounding [Kursinski and Hajj, 1997], orbit determination of Low Earth Orbit
(LEO) observation satellites [Montenbruck et al., 2005] or soil moisture estimation [Larson
et al., 2008], just to mention a few.
2.2.2 Glonass
Glonass (GLObalnaya NAvigatsionnaya Sputnikovaya Sistema) is the satellite navigation
system developed by the Soviet Union during the 1970s. The constellation is deployed in
three orbital planes, with eight satellites per plane. The first generation of Glonass satellites
were launched between 1985 and 1990, and the system was first declared operational in
1993, with 12 satellites in orbit, that was increased to a full constellation with the nominal
24 satellites in 1995. Due to financial difficulties, the constellation could not be properly
maintained, and in 2001 there were only 6 operational satellites in orbit. At that point,
a new Russian Federal programme was started aiming at restoring the full service. New
Glonass-M (modernized) satellites were developed, with a lifespan of 7 years, and the first
one put into orbit in 2001. The full constellation of 24 satellites was restored in 2010, as
shown in figure2.4.
(a) Glonass-M (b) Glonass-K
Fig. 2.3: Glonass satellites (source: Anatoly Zak/ RussianSpaceWeb.com).

















































Fig. 2.4: Evolution of Glonass constellation.
The system is transmitting high- (HP) and standard (SP) precision signals, transmitting on
L1 and L2 bands [Russian Institute of Space Device Engineering, 2008]. Contrary to GPS,
Glonass has implemented the Frequency Division Multiple Access (FDMA) scheme, in which
all satellites are transmitting the same PRN code, but in slightly different carrier frequencies
for each satellite. The Glonass carrier-frequencies are:
f1(n) = 1602 + n · 0.5625 MHz (2.1)
f2(n) = 1246 + n · 0.4375 MHz (2.2)
where n is the channel number, that can vary from -7 to 6. In Glonass, two antipodal
satellites use the same channel number in order to save radio frequency spectrum.
In a similar way to GPS, Glonass has also started a modernization programme, with the
production of new generation satellites Glonass-K [Urlichich et al., 2011]. These new
satellites have a longer lifespan of 10 years, include a Search And Rescue (SAR) payload,
and include for the first time a CDMA signal on the L3 carrier (1202.25 MHz). Glonass
is also planning to transmit a new signals also in the L5 carrier, same as GPS. The first
Glonass-K1 was launched in February 2011, and the first CDMA signal was received in April
2011 [Willems and Sleewaegen, 2011]. The second Glonass-K1 satellite was launched in
November 2014.
For precise geodetic applications, it has been demonstrated that the inclusion of Glonass
on top of GPS improves positioning accuracy [Bruyninx, 2006] and reduces convergence
time in kinematic applications [Li and Zhang, 2013]. Glonass also delivers better coverage
at high latitudes, thanks to the higher orbit inclination, compared to GPS. As described in
[Weber and Springer, 2001], this higher inclination has also benefits for the estimation of
the Length of Day (LOD). Additionally, the fact that Glonass orbit period (11h 15 minutes)
is shorter than for GPS, has the benefit that GPS+Glonass solutions avoid problems derived
from the 2:1 resonance of the GPS orbital period with the gravity field, as the GPS orbital
period is half sidereal day (11h 58 minutes).
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2.2.3 Galileo
Galileo, the European satellite navigation system, is currently under development. The first
two experimental GIOVE (Galileo In-Orbit Validation Element) satellites were launched in
2005 and 2008 (Giove-A and Giove-B, respectively), in order to test critical technologies for
the later deployment of the system. In particular, signal generation modules, initial ground
infrastructure and the on-board atomic clocks, such as the Rubidium Atomic Frequency
Standard (RAFS) and the Passive Hydrogen Maser (PHM), were tested. A characterization
of the clocks on-board Galileo satellites can be found in [Droz and Mosset, 2006]. Another
innovation of Galileo is the introduction on an Alternate Binary Offset Carrier (AltBOC)
signal, which is attractive thanks to its large bandwidth, that delivers smaller psedurorange
noise than other GNSS signals. As an example, the benefits of the usage of the AltBOC signal
for single-frequency positioning were presented in [Diessongo et al., 2012].
The first two In Orbit Validation (IOV) satellites were launched in October 2011, followed by
two more in October 2012. The first Galileo-only position fix using these four satellites was
achieved in March 2013, where the initial broadcast ephemeris in all four satellites were
transmitted simultaneously.
In August 2014, the first two Full Operational Capability (FOC) were launched, but an
anomaly in the Soyuz-upper stage caused the satellites to be delivered to a non-nominal
orbit, with an inclination of 49.8 degrees (instead of the nominal 56 degrees) and an
eccentricity of 0.23 (instead of 0 for circular orbits). In November 2014, the perigee of the
FOC-1 satellite was raised, resulting in an orbit with an eccentricity of 0.15. This is illustrated
in figure 2.5. At the time of writing this thesis, it is unclear whether these satellite will be
part of the final operational constellation. Two additional FOC satellites were launched in
March 2015, and are under commissioning at the time of writing this thesis.
Galileo Early Services are expected to start in 2015, and the Full Operational Capability is
scheduled for 2020.
Galileo is offering different types of services. On top of the freely available Open Service (OS),
the Public Regulated Service (PRS) has been designed for protected users with stringent
requirements on accuracy, integrity and continuity. Additionally, Galileo will provide a
Commercial Service (CS), which includes a data channel for the provision of additional
information, such as corrections for high accuracy or integrity.
Galileo has implemented a CDMA frequency scheme, including open-signals in E1 and E5
band [European Commision, 2010] and the commercial-service signal in E6, as shown in fig-
ure 2.6. Galileo satellites are also equipped with a Search and Rescue payload [Lewandowski,
2008].
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Fig. 2.5: Galileo orbits for IOV (left) and FOC-1/2 (right).
Fig. 2.6: Galileo signal plan [European Commision, 2010].
2.2.4 BeiDou
Also known as Compass, BeiDou is the Chinese contribution to GNSS. The satellite constel-
lation is composed of Geostationary Orbit (GEO), Inclined Geosynchronous Orbit (IGSO)
and Medium Earth Orbit (MEO) satellites. This constellation design has allowed the system
to provide early positioning services around China, making use of a reduced initial GEO
and IGSO constellation. At the time of writing, the system consists of 5 GEO satellites, 5
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IGSO satellites and 4 MEO satellites. It is expected that the MEO constellation will be fully
deployed by 2020, providing global coverage.
An Interface Control Document has been released, describing the signal in the B1 frequency
at 1561.098 MHz [CSNO, 2012]. The system is also transmitting in the B2 and B3 carrier
frequencies, at 1207.14 MHz and 1268.52 MHz respectively.
As a new navigation system, BeiDou has attracted scientific research in the last years.
From the characterization and analysis of the new signals [Grelier, 2007, Wilde et al.,
2007, Gao et al., 2009], to the first attempts of orbit determination using laser measurements.
[Hauschild et al., 2011a]. The availability of GNSS tracking data has made possible the
estimation of precise orbits, as presented in this dissertation in chapters 5 and 6. Similar
analysis have been presented in parallel by different authors. In particular, [Steigenberger
et al., 2013, Lou et al., 2014] presented an analysis of the orbit accuracies, using different
orbit arc lengths and solar radiation pressure models. The usage of BeiDou in Precise Point
Positioning has been also addressed in [He et al., 2013b].
BeiDou has been applied to relative positioning as well. For example, [Teunissen et al.,
2013] and [He et al., 2013a] presented the benefits of adding BeiDou to GPS-based RTK.
Additionally, phase-biases have been detected for BeiDou, which prevents fixing ambiguities
in RTK positioning, when mixing GEO with IGSO/MEO satellites, in the case when two
different receiver types are used. This has been studied in detail in [Nadarajah et al.,
2014].
2.3 Regional Positioning Systems
2.3.1 QZSS
The Quasi Zenith Satellite System (QZSS) is a regional navigation system deployed by the
Japanese Aerospace Exploration Agency (JAXA). QZSS is not an autonomous navigation
system, but it is intended to enhance the civil service offered by GPS. QZSS is transmitting
GPS-like signals as C/A L1, L1C, L2C and L5. The signal specification is fully described
in QZSS Interface Control Document [JAXA, 2013]. Additionally, the system is delivering
a L1-SAIF (Sub-meter Augmentation with Integrity Function) [Sakai et al., 2009] with
additional correction data to enhance GPS-standalone positioning, in a SBAS-like system.
Finally, the LEX (L-band Experimental) signal transmits a high data rate for performing
real-time PPP.
QZSS is following Quasi Zenith Orbits (QZO), inclined excentric orbits with the apogee over
Japan, so that the satellite is visible at high-elevation from that location an extended amount
of time.
The first QZSS satellite (QZS-1) was launched in September-2010. Its ground track is
depicted in figure 2.7. It is expected that the system will be followed by two more QZO
satellites and a GEO satellite in the 2016-2017 timeframe.
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A detailed assessment of signal characteristics and first orbit estimation for QZS-1 was
presented in [Hauschild et al., 2011b]. One particularity of QZSS is the use of two different
attitude modes, depending on the elevation of the Sun over the orbital plane, so-called the
β angle. For |β| > 20o, the satellite follows the nominal yaw-steering mode, similar to GPS
and Glonass, steering the spacecraft around the nadir axis, in order to point the solar panels
to the Sun, while keeping the L-band antenna pointing towards the Earth. However, for
|β| < 20o, the satellite enters into so-called orbit-normal mode, where solar panels are kept
perpendicular to the orbital plane [Inaba et al., 2009, Ishijima et al., 2009], in order to avoid


























Satellite positions 10.12.2014 12:00 UTC
Fig. 2.7: Ground track for IRNSS 1A, 1B and 1C, and QZS-1 satellites.
2.3.2 IRNSS
The Indian Regional Navigation Satellite System (IRNSS) is being developed by the Indian
Space Research Organisation (ISRO), for providing navigation services to India. The first
satellite (IRNSS-1A) was launched in July 2013, followed by IRNSS-1B in April 2014, IRNSS-
1C in October 2014 and IRNSS-1D in March 2015. [Thoelert et al., 2013] presented the
signal characteristics in L5 (1176.45 MHz) and S-band (2492.028 MHz), using a high gain
antenna and advanced signal processing techniques. The Interface Control Document has
been released in 2014 [ISRO, 2014], describing a final configuration of 3 GEO satellites and
4 IGSO satellites. The ground track for the current constellation is depicted in figure 2.7.
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2.4 Satellite-based augmentation systems
Satellite-based augmentation systems (SBAS) have been developed in order to increase
the accuracy of standard positioning systems, by delivering additional information via
geostationary satellites, such as orbit/clock corrections and ionospheric-information. Using
SBAS, single-frequency users can compensate the ionospheric-delay and obtain higher
accuracy (typically around meter-level) [Oliveira and Tiberius, 2008].
Additionally, SBAS systems have been designed to provide integrity monitoring, i.e. a
boundary for the user position error and timely warnings when GNSS signals cannot be
trusted for a given accuracy, which is critical for Safety-of-Life applications, such as civil
aviation. Several SBAS systems have been developed in parallel, as the US Wide Area
Augmentation System (WAAS), the European Geostationary Navigation Overlay System
(EGNOS), the Japanese Multi-functional Satellite Augmentation System (MSAS), the Russian
System for Differential Corrections and Monitoring (SDCM) or the Indian GPS Aided Geo-
Augmented Navigation (GAGAN). A list of existing SBAS satellites is presented in table 2.3.
The fact that SBAS corrections are transmitted as GPS-like signals can be exploited to use
System Satellite Launch date Longitude PRN signals
WAAS
Inmarsat 4F3 Aug 18, 2008 98°W 133 L1/L5
Galaxy 15 Oct 13, 2005 133 W 135 L1/L5
Telesat Anik F1R Sep 9, 2005 107.3 °W 138 L1/L5
EGNOS
Inmarsat 3F2 (AOR) Sep 6,1996 15.5°W 120 L1
Artemis Jul 12, 2001 21.5°E 124 L1
Inmarsat 3F5 (IOR-W) Jan 22, 1998 25.0°E 126 L1
SES-5 Jul 10, 2012 5 °E 136 L1/L5
MSAS
MTSAT-1R Feb 26, 2002 140°E 129 L1
MTSAT-2 Feb 18, 2006 145°E 129 L1
SCDM
Luch-5A Dec 11, 2011 167°E 140 L1
Luch-5B Nov 2, 2012 16°W 125 L1
GAGAN
GSAT-8 May 20, 2011 55°E 127 L1/L5
GSAT-10 Sep 28, 2012 83°E 128 L1/L5
Tab. 2.3: List of SBAS Geostationary satellites (source:
http://igs.org/mgex/Status_SBAS.htm)
pseudorange and carrier-phase measurements for user positioning using the geostationary
satellites (geo-ranging). Although this can be used to increase GNSS availability, one of the
main difficulties is to compute with high-accuracy the orbit of the geostationary satellites,
as attempted in [Beutler et al., 2005]. An alternative use of SBAS systems for PPP is to
make use of the satellite orbit/clock corrections to correct ephemeris errors from other GNSS
satellites. The initial results in this direction were presented in [Hesselbarth and Wanninger,
2012], where corrections from EGNOS, WAAS and MSAS were used to compute PPP solution
using GPS observation data.
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3Ambiguity resolution strategies
for Precise Point Positioning
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3.1 Introduction
Geodetic GNSS receivers provide mainly two kind of observables for the GNSS satellites,
namely pseudorange and carrier-phase. The Precise Point Positioning (PPP) technique is
based on the accurate modeling of these observables and their corresponding errors, in order
to obtain an accuracy of the receiver location from decimeter to centimeter level, depending
on the type of application (real-time versus post-processed, kinematic versus static).
The carrier-phase measurements are of particular interest for precise applications due to
their high precision. Observation noise for carrier-phase is at sub-centimeter level, whereas
the noise of pseurorange observations is around meter level. Therefore, in parameter
estimation for PPP, carrier-phase observations are given higher relative weight compared
to pseudorange observations. However, phase measurements are biased by an arbitrary
number of integer cycles, so-called integer-ambiguity, which is initially estimated as a float
parameter. When the highest accuracy is required, the recovery of the ambiguity integer
value (so-called integer ambiguity resolution) is necessary to fully benefit from the precision
of the carrier-phase observables.
Several approaches have been presented during the last years to achieve ambiguity resolution
in PPP for GPS L1/L2 measurements. The aim of this chapter is to present the different
techniques proposed, following a common notation, and with particular focus on the
extension of the method to multi-frequency and multi-GNSS.
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3.2 Observation equations
The observation equations, for pseudorange P and carrier-phase L, between receiver r and
satellite s, for frequency fi read [Teunissen and Kleusberg, 1996]:
P r,si = ρr,s + T r,s + I
r,s
i + c(δtr − δts) + c(pri − psi ) + εPi (3.1)
Lr,si = ρr,s + T r,s − Ir,si + c(δtr − δts) + c(lri − lsi ) + λiNr,si + εLi (3.2)
where:
• ρ is the geometric distance between station and satellite, assuming that relevant cor-
rections have been accounted for. These corrections include antenna phase corrections
for transmitting and receiving antennas, ocean loading, solid tides, phase wind-up,
etc. A comprehensive study of the state-of-the-art corrections for PPP can be found in
[Hesselbarth, 2011], and will not be repeated here for simplicity. Let Xr = (xr, yr, zr)
and Xs = (xs, ys, zs) be the receiver and satellite cartesian coordinates, then the term
ρr,s reads:
ρr,s =‖ Xr − Xs ‖=
√
(xr − xs)2 + (yr − ys)2 + (zr − zs)2 (3.3)
In Precise Point Positioning, satellite coordinates Xs are considered known, i.e. derived
from precise orbit estimates from the International GNSS Service (IGS)[Kouba, 2009].
Receiver coordinates Xr are estimated in the PPP algorithm. All coordinates are here
specified in the International Terrestrial Reference System (ITRS).
• c is the speed of light.
• δtr and δts are receiver and satellite clock biases, respectively. Satellite clock biases
are considered known (i.e. derived from IGS products), while the receiver clock bias
needs to be estimated in PPP.
• T r,s is the tropospheric delay between station and satellite, which can be expressed as
follows [Teke et al., 2011]:
T r,s = T (a, e) = md(e) Td + mw(e) Tw + mg(e) cot(e) [GN cos(a) + GEsin(a)] (3.4)
Where a and e are azimuth and elevation of the path between station and satellite, Td
is the zenith hydrostatic (dry) delay, Tw is the zenith wet delay, and md and mw are
the dry and wet elevation-dependent mapping functions, respectively. GN and GE
are the North and East tropospheric gradients, respectively, with the corresponding
mapping function mg. The zenith hydrostatic delay Td can be accurately computed
using a-priori models, such as the Saastamoinen model [Saastamoinen, 1972] or
the Global Pressure and Temperature (GPT) model [Boehm et al., 2007]. The wet-
component Tw cannot be accurately modeled, and is usually estimated included as
a parameter in the PPP adjustment. Several dry and wet mapping functions have
been proposed by different authors, such as the Niell Mapping Function (NMF) [Niell,
1996], the Vienna Mapping Function (VMF) [Boehm, 2004] or the Global Mapping
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Function (GMF) [Boehm et al., 2006]. Studies on the impact of tropospheric-gradients
in GNSS processing can be found in [Bar-Sever et al., 1998] and [Ghoddousi-Fard
et al., 2009].
• Ir,si is slant ionospheric delay between receiver and satellite at frequency fi. The first
order ionospheric effect accounts for 99.9% of the ionospheric refraction [Hernandez-







Higher-order ionospheric terms will not be considered here for simplicity. A de-
tailed study of the second-order ionospheric delay on GPS signals can be found in
[Hernandez-Pajares et al., 2007].
• pri and p
s
i are the pseudorange hardware delays for receiver and satellite, respectively,
at frequency fi.
• lri and l
s




i is the carrier-phase ambiguity term for frequency fi, where N
r,s
i is the integer





• εPi and εLi are observation errors for pseudorange and carrier-phase, respectively,
including thermal noise and multipath. It is assumed that these errors follow a normal
distribution, such as εPi ∼ N (0, σ2Pi), εLi ∼ N (0, σ2Li), and precision of carrier-phase
is significantly higher than for pseudorange: σLi << σPi .
3.3 Traditional ionosphere-free PPP
The traditional PPP technique makes use of dual-frequency measurements to remove
the first-order ionospheric delay [Zumberge et al., 1997],[Kouba and Héroux, 2001].
The ionospheric-free (IF) observations for frequencies fi, fj are derived as:










Where combination coefficients αij and βij are chosen to remove the frequency-
dependent ionospheric error (αij/βij = −f2i /f2j ), with the additional condition of










The ionosphere-free observation equations can be written as:
P r,sIF = ρsr + T r,s + c(δtrIF − δtsIF ) + εPIF (3.11)
Lr,sIF = ρsr + T r,s + c(δtrIF − δtsIF ) + T r,s + ar,sIF + εLIF (3.12)
Where the new ionosphere-free clocks are derived as:
δtrIF = δtr + αijpri + βijprj (3.13)
δtsIF = δts + αijpsi + βijpsj (3.14)





j + brIF − bsIF (3.15)
Where new hardware delays brIF and b
s
IF are a combination of pseudorange and carrier-phase
delays:
brIF = c(αij lri + βij lrj − αijpri − βijprj) (3.16)
bsIF = c(αij lsi + βij lsj − αijpsi − βijpsj) (3.17)
ar,sIF is in general non-integer due to the non-integer nature of αij and βij and the presence
of the hardware delay terms.
The resulting pseudorange and carrier-phase observation errors are εPIF ∼ N (0, σ2PIF ),
εLIF ∼ N (0, σ2LIF ). According to the error propagation law, and assuming same observation







(α2ij + β2ij) (3.18)
As derived from equations 3.9 and 3.10, for all pairs of GNSS frequencies fi, fj , |αij | > 1,
|βij | > 1 , and therefore AF > 1. This means that the observation noise of the linear
combination will be always higher than the noise from the uncombined observations. AF
is known as the noise amplification factor of the linear combination, and depends only on
the frequency separation between the two carriers. Table 3.1 represents the combination
coefficients and the noise amplification factor for all possible dual-frequency combinations
for GPS, Galileo and BeiDou. As derived from this analysis, not all ionosphere-free linear
combinations are favorable for PPP, as the noise amplification factor degrades significantly
the precision of the observations, when the frequency separation is too small, such as
GPS L2/L5, Galileo E5/E5a/E5b, or BeiDou B2/B3 combinations. It is also noticeable that
the noise standard GPS L1/L2 combination is around three times larger than the original
uncombined measurements. Galileo E1/E5 or BeiDou B1/B2 combinations have a noise
amplification factor of the same order of magnitude.
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Constellation fi/fj αij βij AF
GPS
L1/L2 2.55 -1.55 2.98
L1/L5 2.26 -1.26 2.59
L2/L5 12.26 -11.26 16.64
Galileo
E1/E5a 2.26 -1.26 2.59
E1/E5 2.34 -1.34 2.69
E1/E5b 2.42 -1.42 2.81
E1/E6 2.93 -1.93 3.51
E6/E5a 6.51 -5.51 8.53
E6/E5 7.61 -6.71 10.08
E6/E5b 9.19 -8.19 12.30
E5a/E5 39.08 -38.08 54.57
E5b/E5 39.58 -38.58 55.28
E5a/E5b 19.92 -18.92 27.47
BeiDou
B1/B2 2.49 -1.49 2.90
B1/B3 2.94 -1.94 3.53
B2/B3 10.59 -9.59 14.29
Tab. 3.1: Ionosphere-free coefficients (αij ,βij) and noise amplification factors (AF) for
GPS, Galileo and BeiDou frequencies
In traditional parameter estimation for PPP, equations 3.11 and 3.12 are used as observation
equations. Accurate satellite positions Xs and clocks δsIF are routinely provided by the
International GNSS Service [Kouba, 2009]. Estimated parameters are the station coordinates
Xr = (xr, yr, zr), wet tropospheric zenith delay Tw, the receiver clock error δrIF , and
ambiguity term ar,sIF . For a given epoch with n satellites in view, there are 2n observations
(pseudorange and carrier-phase), and 5+n epoch-wise parameters to be estimated (all
except carrier-phase ambiguities, which are considered constant in absence of cycle slips).
Therefore the degree of freedom is n-5, meaning that a minimum of 5 satellites in view are
required to compute the user position.
3.4 Wide/Narrow Lane methods
As discussed in previous section, the integer property of the ambiguity is not preserved
in the traditional PPP model due to the introduction of the linear combination and the
presence of hardware delays, which generate a non-integer term ar,sIF . In order to overcome
that limitation, so-called Wide/Narrow lane approaches have recently been developed by
different authors. These include the Decoupled Clock model [Collins et al., 2008] and the
Integer Clock method [Laurichesse et al., 2009], both at zero-difference level. [Ge et al.,
2007] developed between-satellites differences for resolving the integer ambiguities in PPP.
It has been proven that these approaches are effectively slightly different implementations
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of the same method [Shi and Gao, 2013], which will be reproduced here without loss of
generality.
The method is based on the introduction of a new Wide-Lane ambiguity Nr,sw = N
r,s
i − Nr,sj ,
so that the ambiguity term ar,sIF can be rewritten as:
ar,sIF = (αijλi + βijλj)N
r,s






Nr,sw + brIF − bsIF (3.20)
The Wide-Lane ambiguity Nr,sw can be resolved using the Melbourne-Wübbena (MW) lin-
ear combination ([Melbourne, 1985], [Wübbena, 1985]), which is both geometry- and
ionosphere-free. This linear combination is actually a wide-lane combination of phase and a
narrow-lane combination of pseudorange measurements in two carrier frequencies:









Where the combination coefficients are:
αwij =
fi
fi − fj (3.22)
βwij =
−fj









Applying equation 3.21 to equations 3.1 and 3.2 results in:
MW r,s = c
fi − fj N
r,s
w + brW L − bsW L (3.26)
brW L = c(αnpri + βnprj + αwlri + βwlrj ) (3.27)
bsW L = c(αnpsi + βnpsj + αwlsi + βwlsj) (3.28)
As shown in equation 3.26, the Melbourne-Wübbena observations include the integer Wide-
Lane ambiguity Nr,sw , plus additional hardware delays terms b
r
W L and b
s
W L, for receiver and
satellite, respectively. These delays have been known in the existing literature as Wide-
Lane Fractional Cycle Biases (FCBs) or Uncalibrated Phase Delays (UPDs). As observed in
equations 3.27 and 3.28, these terms contain both pseudo-range and carrier-phase biases.
Therefore, a more appropriate nomenclature is Uncalibrated Hardware Delays (UHDs), as
suggested in [Geng et al., 2009].
The associated Wide- and Narrow-Lane wavelengths λw and λn are derived from equations
3.26 and 3.20, respectively:
λw = c
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Tab. 3.2: Wide- and narrow-lane wavelengths for different signal combinations
Table 7.1 shows wide- and narrow-lane wavelengths for all GPS/Galileo/BeiDou signal
combinations. Although there are significant variations in the wide-lane wavelength, the
narrow-lane wavelengths are in the range 10-12 cm for all frequency combinations. Galileo
E1/E5a, E1/E5b, E1/E5 and BeiDou B1/B2 combinations offer similar wavelengths to GPS
L1/L2, for which the method was originally developed.
The extra wide combinations, such as Galileo E5a/E5 or E5b/E5 (λw = 19.55 m), might
appear interesting due to the very high wavelength, which allows to easily resolve the
wide-lane ambiguity. However, narrow-lane ambiguity resolution becomes very challenging
due to the high noise amplification factor for these combinations.
3.4.1 Wide-Lane ambiguity resolution
Network solution
Wide-lane ambiguity resolution is achieved using a geometry-free approach using the
Melbourne-Wübbena observations. However, due to the meter-level noise of pseudorange-
observations, an accurate estimate of the wide-lane ambiguity cannot be generally achieved
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using a single epoch, except for very wide-lane combinations, as previously explained. This
is typically solved averaging the K observations of a satellite pass:





Undifferenced approach For the estimation of the UHDs, in a network solution with S
satellites and R receivers, the following normal system of equations needs to be solved.
〈MW r,s〉 = brW L − bsW L r = 1, .., R s = 1, .., S (3.32)
Where 〈x〉 is the fractional part of x. The equation system is singular, and therefore a
reference satellite or receiver needs to be selected, such as brefW L = 0. Then, all remaining
satellite WL-UHDs terms bsW L are obtained. The station WL-UHDs b
s
W L are obtained as a
by-product.
Single-difference approach The single-difference approach is based on building single-
diference between satellites observed from the same receiver, with the objective of removing
the receiver terms brW L, and estimate only b
s
W L:
MW s1,s2 = MW r,s1 − MW r,s2 (3.33)
Therefore, the equation system becomes:
〈MW s1,s2〉 = bs1W L − bs2W L s1 = 1..S s2 = 1..S s1 = s2 (3.34)
This equation system is also singular, requiring to select a reference satellite brefW L = 0 for
obtaining a unique solution for the satellite biases.
PPP solution
Undifferenced approach In PPP, the wide-lane ambiguities can be resolved taking as
input the bsW L from the network solution, and estimating the remaining receiver term b
r
W L.







(〈MW r,s〉 + bsW L) (3.35)
Once brW L is known, the integer wide-lane ambiguities can be resolved directly as:
N̂r,sw =
[
MW r,s + bsW L − brW L
λw
]
s = 1..S (3.36)
Where [x] is the closest integer value of x.
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Single-difference approach In the single-difference approach, the receiver term is can-
celled and the single-difference ambiguities can be solved directly:
̂Ns1,s2w =
[
MW s1,s2 + bs1W L − bs2W L
λw
]
s1 = 1..S s2 = 1..S s1 = s2 (3.37)
3.4.2 Narrow-Lane ambiguity resolution
The remaining narrow-lane ambiguity Ni can be solved using a geometry-based approach,





N̂r,sw = λn(Nr,si + brNL − bsNL) (3.38)
Where ar,sIF is already known from the float solution, N̂
r,s
w is known after wide-lane ambiguity
resolution, and the remaining unknowns are the integer narrow-lane ambiguity Nr,si , and
the associated Narrow-Lane Uncalibrated Hardware delays (NL-UHDs) terms for receiver
and satellite, brNL and b
s
NL, defined as:
brNL = brIF /λn (3.39)
bsNL = bsIF /λn (3.40)
Network solution
Undifferenced approach In the network solution, parameters brNL and bsNL are resolved











= brNL − bsNL r = 1..R s = 1..S (3.41)
The equation system is singular, and therefore a reference satellite or receiver needs to be
selected, such as brefNL = 0. Then, all remaining satellite NL-UHDs terms bsNL are obtained.
The station NL-UHDs bsNL are obtained as a by-product.
A variation of this method is to assimilate the NL-UHD into the clock terms, in order to
generate so-called the Integer Phase Clocks ([Laurichesse et al., 2009]), δrIC , δ
r
IC , so that
equations 3.11 and 3.12 become:
P r,sIF = ρsr + c(δtrIF − δtsIF ) + T r,s + εPIF (3.42)




IF − brIF + bsIF (3.44)
δrIC = δrIF + brIF /c (3.45)
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δsIC = δsIF + brIF /c (3.46)
Using this notation, the network solution needs to estimate the Integer Clock terms δIC
instead of the NL-UHDs. It is to be noted that the observation equations include now a
different clocks δIF and δIC for pseudorange or carrier-phase, respectively. This is the basis
of the Decoupled Clock model introduced by [Collins et al., 2008]. The Integer Clocks fulfill
the condition that the derived Narrow-Lane ambiguities are already integer, without having











= 0 r = 1..R s = 1..S (3.47)
Single-difference approach In the single-difference approach, the following equation















IF − ar,s2IF (3.49)
PPP solution
Undifferenced-approach In the undifferenced approach, the remaining receiver Narrow-


















Then the narrow-lane ambiguities for all satellites can be resolved as:
N̂r,si =
⎡⎣ar,sIF + fjcf2i −f2j N̂r,sw
λn
− brNL + bsNL
⎤⎦ s = 1..S (3.51)
Once both wide-and narrow-lane ambiguities have been fixed, the ionosphere-free ambiguity









Finally, âr,sIF is re-introduced in the observation equations as a known amount and the float
ambiguity term ar,sIF is no longer estimated as a parameter.
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Single-difference approach In the single-difference approach, the single-difference narrow-
lane ambiguity Ns1,s2i can be obtained directly as:
̂Ns1,s2i =
⎡⎢⎣as1,s2IF + fjcf2i −f2j ̂Ns1,s2w
λn
− bs1,s2NL + bs1,s2NL
⎤⎥⎦ s1 = 1..S s2 = 1..S (3.53)








̂Ns1,s2w s1 = 1..S s2 = 1..S(3.54)
The single-difference ambiguities can be then introduced as additional constrain equations
in the PPP parameter estimation, such as:
̂as1,s2IF = a
r,s1
IF − ar,s2IF s1 = 1..S s2 = 1..S (3.55)
3.5 Raw method
Although ionosphere-free PPP has become increasingly popular since its introduction, it has
the main drawback of the increased observation noise. An alternative is to process directly
the original uncombined observations. This approach is known in the literature as the raw
method.
The processing of original uncombined observations has been extensively studied for single-
frequency positioning applications [Øvstedal, 2002], [Bree and Tiberius, 2011], [Le and
Tiberius, 2006], [Chen and Gao, 2005]. The ionospheric error can be removed to some
extent from the single-frequency observations making use of ionospheric maps, which are
made available by IGS [Hernández-Pajares et al., 2009]. However, the accuracy of global
ionospheric maps is limited to 5-10 Total Electron Content Units (TECUs). 1 TECU is
approximately equivalent to 16 centimeters in GPS L1 frequency.
In order to remove more accurately the ionospheric delay, multi-frequency processing is
needed. The raw method is based on the estimation of the ionospheric delay from multi-
frequency observations [Schönemann et al., 2011]. Ambiguity resolution for the raw method
in PPP is also of interest to fully benefit from the precision of the carrier-phase observations,
this has been proposed by several authors, such as [Zhang et al., 2011, Li et al., 2013].
The method proposed in will be extended here deriving all the terms from the original
observation equations:
P r,si = ρr,s + T r,s + I
r,s
i + c(δtr − δts) + c(pri − psi ) + εP (3.56)
Lr,si = ρr,s + T r,s − Ir,si + c(δtr − δts) + c(lri − lsi ) + λiNr,si + εL (3.57)
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When using satellite clocks as input, these are typically derived using the ionosphere-free
approach in frequencies fn and fm (i.e. IGS clocks), therefore:
δts = δtsIF − αnmpsn − βnmpsm (3.58)
So that equations 3.56 and 3.57 are rewritten as:
P r,si = ρr,s + T r,s + I
r,s
i + c(δtr − δtsIF ) + DCBri − DCBsi + εP (3.59)
Lr,si = ρr,s + T r,s − Ir,si + c(δtr − δtsIF ) + DCBri − DCBsi + ar,si + εL (3.60)
Where the Differential Code Biases (DCBs) are derived as:
DCBri = c pri (3.61)
DCBsi = c(psi − αnmpsn − βnmpsm) (3.62)
It is to be noted that, in general, ionosphere-free clocks derived from frequencies fn and fm,
can be applied to observation in frequency fi, provided that the satellite biases are properly
accounted for as per equation 3.62.
The ambiguity term ar,si reads:
ar,si = λi(N
r,s
i + bri − bsi ) (3.63)
and includes the Uncalibrated Hardware Delay terms bri and b
s
i :
bri = fi(lri − pri ) (3.64)
bsi = fi(lsi − psi ) (3.65)
In the float solution for the raw approach, the parameters that need to be estimated are:
station coordinates Xs, receiver clock term δtr, tropospheric T r,s and ionospheric Ir,si
delays, differential code biases DCBri , DCB
s
i , and float ambiguity terms a
r,s
i . It needs
to be mentioned, that not all parameters in equations 3.59 and 3.60 are observable. In
particular, the receiver clock error term δrt and all DCB
r
i cannot be estimated simultaneously,
as the system is singular. With N satellites in view, a carrier frequency fi can be selected as
reference, so that DCBri = 0, and all remaining DCBrj , j = i can be estimated. Additionally,
instead of estimating a ionospheric-parameter for each frequency, the ionospheric-delay
Ir,si in a reference frequency fi can be estimated, using the frequency-dependent relation
Ir,sj = I
r,s
i · f2i /f2j .
Network solution
Undifferenced approach In the network solution, Uncalibrated Hardware Delays bsi and
bsj need to be estimated. This is done taking the fractional part of the ambiguity parameters,
and solving the resulting system of equations:





= bri − bsi r = 1..R s = 1..S (3.66)
The system is singular, and a reference satellite or receiver needs to be selected, so that
brefi = 0. Then all the remaining satellite delays bsi are determined. The receiver delays bri
are obtained as a by product. The same has to be done for each other frequency processed
fj .
Single-difference approach In the single-difference approach, the receiver delays bri





= bs2i − bs1i s1 = 1..S s2 = 1..S (3.67)
After taking one satellite as reference brefi , all remaining satellite delays b
s
i can be esti-
mated.
PPP solution
Undifferenced approach In the undifferenced approach, the receiver delays bri need to


















+ bsi − bri
]
(3.69)
Finally, the fixed ambiguity term to be replaced in the observation equation reads:
âr,si = λi(N
r,s
i + bri − bsi ) (3.70)
The same needs to be done for all other frequencies involved.
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Single-difference approach In the single-diference approach, the receiver term is not
estimated, and the ambiguities can be resolved directly at single-difference level after
applying the satellite delays:




+ bs1i − bs2i
]
(3.71)
3.6 Raw versus ionosphere-free PPP
As described in this chapter, precise point positioning can be implemented by using the
original raw observations, or building dual-frequency ionosphere-free observations using a
linear combination. From the theoretical point of view these approaches are identical, but in
practice there are few aspects that need to be considered.
The raw observation method benefits from a lower observation noise as it avoids building
ionosphere-free linear combinations that are noisier. The drawback is the need of a more
complex model, where ionospheric-delays and frequency-dependent biases need to be taken
into account. A potential benefit is that a-priori ionospheric information can be used to
accelerate convergence time, as shown in [Zhang et al., 2013], [Yao et al., 2013], [Juan
et al., 2012]. The ionosphere-free model is more simple as these parameters do not have to
be estimated.
On the other hand, when attempting ambiguity resolution, there are significant differences
between both. The ionosphere-free model has the implication that an additional step with
the Melbourne-Wübbena combination needs to be added for the resolution of the wide-lane
ambiguity. This additional step is suboptimal due to the inclusion of the noisy pseudorange
observations. In fact, one of the main constraints is the need to average the Melbourne-
Wübbena measurements over a significant amount of time between wide-lane ambiguity
can be attempted. Using empirical data, [Geng et al., 2011] showed that 90% of GPS
L1/L2 wide-lane ambiguities could be solved within 10 minutes, 95% within 20 minutes.
Narrow-lane ambiguity can be attempted after successful wide-lane fixing, and also when the
float solution has reached a good level of accuracy, due to the short narrow-lane wavelength.
According to [Bisnath and Gao, 2009], up to 30 minutes are required for a traditional PPP
solution to achieve decimeter level accuracy in kinematic applications. Wide-lane ambiguity
resolution does not improve accuracy, only narrow-lane ambiguity resolution does.
In the raw-method, ambiguity-fixing can be achieved without this Melbourne-Wübbena
step, as the carrier-phase ambiguities in each frequency are available in the first place.
Additionally, the raw model can be more naturally extended to multi-frequency PPP, as
ambiguity fixing is largely treated in an independent way for each frequency, regardless of
the number of frequencies.
The ionosphere-free model, the wide-lane method is a bit limited as it is specifically designed
for the dual-frequency case. The extension to multi-frequency makes use of different
wide-lane combinations, that allow resolution of ambiguities in all frequencies, once the
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narrow-lane ambiguity is resolved. On the contrary, the raw method can be naturally
expanded to multi-frequency, as ambiguity fixing is largely treated in an independent way
for each frequency.
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4.1 Abstract
The latest generation of GPS satellites, block IIF, include for the first time a new civil signal on
L5 frequency (1176.45 MHz), in addition to the legacy signals on L1 (1575.42 MHz) and L2
(1227.60 MHz). Traditional Precise Point Positioning (PPP) is based on L1/L2 dual-frequency
observations to remove the ionospheric delay. However, L5 presents interesting properties,
such as more robustness against interference compared to L2, that makes it suitable for
critical applications. Therefore, navigation users can already start making use of the L5
signal, to increase reliability and redundancy for the most demanding applications. This
article addresses the integration of the new L5 pseudorange and carrier phase observables in
PPP, which at the same time allows to perform efficient signal characterization. In particular,
ionosphere-free combinations including L5 are explored and their corresponding observation
equations introduced. Practical results using IGS MGEX observation data are presented.
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4.2 GPS evolution: the L5 signal
Traditional GNSS processing is often based on dual-frequency L1/L2 ionosphere-free linear
combination, that allows removal of the first-order ionospheric delay that affects navigation
signals [Hesselbarth, 2011]. At the same time, in the context of GNSS modernization,
there is a trend to make more signals and frequencies available to navigation users. For
example, GLONASS is adding a third frequency L3 with the GLONASS-K generation satellites
[Urlichich et al., 2011], while Galileo open signals are located in E1/E5a/E5b/E5a+b carriers
[European Commision, 2010], in addition to the commercial service on E6.
In particular, GPS is currently deploying the block IIF satellites, with the new civil signals in
L5, whose main purpose is to serve Safety of Life (SoL) applications, including civil aviation
[Jan, 2010]. Satellite SVN-49 (block IIR-M), launched in 2009, had the first experimental L5
payload. At the time of writing, there are three IIF satellites in operation, SVN-62, SVN-63
and SVN-65, assigned to PRN25, PRN01 and PRN24 respectively (table 4.1).
Satellite ID SVN PRN Launch date COSPAR ID NORAD ID Plane/Slot
IIF-1 62 25 28 May 2010 2010-022A 36585 B/2
IIF-2 63 01 16 Jul 2011 2011-036A 37753 D/2
IIF-3 65 24 04 Oct 2012 2012-053A 38833 A/1
Tab. 4.1: Current2GPS IIF satellite characteristics including Satellite Vehicle Number
(SVN), Pseudo Random Noise number (PRN), International Designator (COSPAR
ID) and Satellite Catalog Number (NORAD ID).
L5 carrier frequency (1176.45 MHz), contrary to L2 (1227.60 MHz), is included in the
Aeronautical Radionavigation Service (ARNS) band, meaning that it is more protected
against interference. Additionally, the L5 spreading codes have a chipping rate of 10.23
MHz, same as P-code, and 10 times faster than C/A or L2C codes [Montenbruck et al., 2010].
The in-phase carrier component (I) contains the the modernized civil navigation message
(CNAV), which is capable of transmitting integrity information. The quadrature component
(Q) contains a pilot signal without navigation information [GPS Directorate, 2011a].
The new civil signal in the third frequency opens the door to further research opportunities
including new multi-frequency processing approaches [Schönemann et al., 2011], extended
linear combinations and new ambiguity resolution techniques ([Odijk, 2003],[Cocard et al.,
2008]). The fact that L5 is shared by Galileo E5a will likely improve interoperability between
the two systems [Feng, 2003], as they also share the E1/L1 frequency (1575.42 MHz).
At the same time, new challenges arise for processing the new signal, as, for instance, new
biases need to properly characterized. This article will focus on the particular challenges of
GPS L5 for Precise Point Positioning (PPP).
2As in March 2013
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4.3 Ionosphere-free measurements
Ionosphere-free linear combination has been widely used in PPP [Zumberge et al., 1997] as
it removes the first order ionospheric effect. For two given (pseudo-range or carrier-phase)
measurements Si and Sj at frequencies fi and fj , respectively, the geometry-preserving
ionosphere-free combination Sij reads:









With triple-frequency GPS, the feasible ionosphere-free combinations can be expressed
















⎤⎥⎥⎥⎦ = F · L0 (4.4)
Under the assumption of uncorrelated observations and same a-priori noise in all carriers
(σ1 = σ2 = σ5 = σ0), the variance-covariance matrix Σ0 of the original uncombined






⎤⎥⎥⎦ = σ20 · I (4.5)
Making use of the error propagation law, the resulting covariance matrix of the combined
iono-free measurements ΣIF is:
ΣIF = F ·Σ0 · FT = σ20 ·
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎣
α212 + β212 α12α15 β12α25
α12α15 α
2
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From these equations, we can derive the coefficients for the iono-free linear combination
and noise amplification factors for each combination:
Combination αij βij σij/σ0
L1/L2 2.55 -1.55 2.98
L1/L5 2.26 -1.26 2.59
L2/L5 12.26 -11.26 16.64
Tab. 4.2: Ionosphere-free coefficients and noise amplification factors for GPS frequencies
As shown in table 4.2, the L2/L5 linear combination brings a high noise amplification
factor which makes it not favorable for high accuracy applications. This is due to the small
frequency separation between the two carriers. On the other hand, the L1/L5 combination
noise makes it suitable for PPP, and even offers a-priori slightly better performance than the
traditional L1/L2 combination.
It is also interesting to look into the correlations introduced by the linear combinations. This













It is worth mentioning the correlation between ionosphere-free linear combinations, rep-
resented by the off-diagonal elements of the matrix RIF. This high-correlation detected
implies that the off-diagonal elements of the weight matrix used in least-squares should
not be neglected in order to perform a correct parameter estimation and to obtain a re-
alistic a-posteriori covariance matrix. For the particular case of L1/L2 and L1/L5, the
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In parameter estimation using the L1/L2 and L1/L5 linear combinations, the weight matrix
W is the inverse of the variance-covariance matrix ΣS12,S15IF .
4.4 Observation model
The observation equations for pseudorange P ijn and carrier-phase L
ij
n from station i to
satellite j and frequency fn read [Collins et al., 2008]:
P ijn = ρij +
κ
f2n




Lijn = ρij −
κ
f2n
+ υijΓi + c(δti − δtj) + c(τ iLn − τ jLn) +
c
fn
Nn + εijLn (4.14)
where:
• ρij is the distance associated to the non-dispersive delay between the station i and




(xi − xj)2 + (yi − yj)2 + (zi − zj)2 (4.15)
In the absence of publicly available L5-specific antenna phase corrections, we apply for
this study those of L2, under the assumption of similarity due to the small frequency
separation between L2 and L5 carriers.
• κ/f2n is the first-order ionospheric delay. Higher order terms are not considered for
this study.
• υijΓi is the wet component of the troposheric delay, where Γi is the tropospheric zenith
delay and υij the associated elevation-dependent mapping function. Troposphere
gradients are not considered here for simplicity. The dry component is removed from
the observations using a conventional model.
• c is the speed of light.
• δi and δj are the station and satellite clock biases respectively.
• τ iPn and τ
j
Pn
are the pseudorange delays for frequency fn, for station and satellite,
respectively.
• τ iLn and τ
j
Ln
are the Uncalibrated Phase Delays [Laurichesse et al., 2009] for frequency
fn, for station and satellite, respectively.
• Nn is the integer carrier phase ambiguity for frequency fn.
• εijSn includes unmodelled errors, such as multipath and thermal noise.
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Applying equation 4.1, the ionospheric-free observables, for pseudorange and carrier-phase,
for frequencies fn and fm read:
P ijnm = ρij + υijΓi + c(δtinm − δtjnm) + εijPnm (4.16)
Lijnm = ρij + υijΓi + c(δtinm − δtjnm) + aijnm + εijLnm (4.17)
where δtinm and δt
j
nm are station and satellite ionosphere-free clocks:
δtinm = δti + αnmτ iPn + βnmτ
i
Pm = δt
i + τ iPnm (4.18)
δtjnm = δtj + αnmτ
j
Pn
+ βnmτ jPm = δt
j + τ jPnm (4.19)
The resulting ambiguity term aijnm is in general non-integer, due to the non-integer nature











Nm + cτ iLm − cτ iPm
)
(4.20)
For the particular case of L1/L2 and L1/L5, the observation equations can be written as:
P ij12 = ρij + υijΓi + c(δti12 − δtj12) + εijP12 (4.21)
Lij12 = ρij + υijΓi + c(δti12 − δtj12) + aij12 + εijL12 (4.22)
P ij15 = ρij + υijΓi + c(δti12 − δtj12) + bij15 + εijP15 (4.23)
Lij15 = ρij + υijΓi + c(δti12 − δtj12) + bij15 + aij15 + εijL15 (4.24)
where δtj12 are the satellite clocks associated to the L1/L2 combination, and the new term
bij15 contains inter-frequency biases introduced by both station and satellite:
bij15 = c(δti15 − δtj15 − δti12 + δtj12) = bi15 − bj15 (4.25)
Therefore, the addition of L1/L5 to PPP means that new parameters aij15 and b
ij
15 need to
be estimated together with the traditional station coordinates (included in the term ρij),
station clock bias δti12, tropospheric zenith delay Γi, and phase ambiguity a
ij
12.
A least-squares kinematic sequential PPP engine has been implemented according to the
guidelines given in [Kouba, 2009], as a new module in NAPEOS v3.3.1 software [Springer
and Dow, 2009]. In the new implementation, the design matrix has been extended with
the partial derivatives of the observations with respect to the new parameters, as shown in
table 4.3. With only three IIF satellites it is not yet possible to perform L1/L5 standalone
PPP, so L1/L5 combinations are processed together with L1/L2. No significant PPP accuracy
improvement can be expected with just three satellites transmitting the L5 signal, but this
approach will allow us to look at the particularities of the new signals, that will be addressed
in the following sections.
4.5 L5 tracking data: the IGS MGEX network
Following the GNSS systems modernization, the International GNSS Service (IGS) [Dow
et al., 2009] has recently started the Multi-GNSS EXperiment (MGEX), which aims at








xi (xi − xj)/ρij (xi − xj)/ρij (xi − xj)/ρij (xi − xj)/ρij
yi (yi − yj)/ρij (yi − yj)/ρij (yi − yj)/ρij (yi − yj)/ρij
zi (zi − zj)/ρij (zi − zj)/ρij (zi − zj)/ρij (zi − zj)/ρij
Γi υij υij υij υij
c · δti12 1 1 1 1
aij12 0 1 0 0
aij15 0 0 0 1
bij15 0 0 1 1
Tab. 4.3: Partial derivatives of the observations with respect to the estimated parameters,
for triple-frequency PPP.
providing the scientific community with adequate tracking of new systems and signals, using
state-of-the-art geodetic equipment. A call for proposals was issued at the end of 2011, and
several world-wide organizations joined the experiment, both on the provision of GNSS
tracking data and processing analysis.
As shown in figure 4.1, the network deployment started early in 2012 and Rinex3 [Gurtner
and Estey, 2009] observation files are being made available for post-processing at Crustal
Dynamics Data Information System (CDDIS) and Bundesamt für Kartographie und Geodäsie
(BKG) data centers. Real-time users can also access data via real-time RTCM streams.
Figure 4.2 shows a map with the current network status. Almost all MGEX stations provide
adequate tracking of GPS L5 signals. Only station WARN (Rostock-Warnemuende), equipped














































Fig. 4.1: MGEX network evolution, including number of stations available daily at CDDIS
data centre, and observations for IIF SVN62 (PRN25), at 30s sampling rate.
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Fig. 4.2: MGEX network including receiver manufacturer distribution (as per DOY 362
2012)
Table 4.4 shows the distribution of receiver types in the MGEX network, together with the
Rinex3 observables available from each receiver.
L1 L2 L5
Receiver type Stations C1C C1W C2W C2D C2X C2L C2P C5X C5Q
Trimble NETR9 19    
Javad Delta G3T 10     
Leica GR1200+GNSS 5    
Septentrio PolarRx4 3     
Leica GR10 2    
Leica GR25 1    
Javad JPS Legacy 1  
Ifen SX_NSR_RT_800 1    
Novatel OEM6 1   
Tab. 4.4: Receivers available in the MGEX network (as per DOY 362 2012). Rinex3
pseudorange tracking modes for each receiver type are included. Rinex3 tracking
modes are described in [Gurtner and Estey, 2009].
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Focusing on the L5 tracking in particular, figure 4.3 represents the signal to noise ratio (SNR)
measurements for PRN01 for station BRUX (equipped with a Septentrio PolarRx4 receiver),
as a function of the satellite elevation angle. The signal level for the L5 pilot signal (S5Q) is
about 4-5 dB higher than other signals available. This is consistent with the specifications
given in the GPS Interface Control Document [GPS Directorate, 2011a], that for L5 states a
minimum received power of -157.9 dBW, higher compared to -158.5 dBW for L1 C/A and
-160 dBW for L2C [GPS Directorate, 2011b]. Notable is also the increased power level of the
L2C signal (S2L) compared to the legacy P-code (S2W). The increased power observed in L5
brings important advantages regarding robustness against interference and signal fading
due to, i.e. scintillation. Although SNR is very much receiver-dependent, similar patterns




















Fig. 4.3: Signal to Noise Ratio for PRN01 as a function of satellite elevation, reported by
station BRUX (Septentrio PolarRx4 receiver) on DOY 173 2012
In order to assess the impact of forming ionosphere-free linear combinations including L5,
we analyze zero-baseline data from 2 MGEX receivers (WTZZ and WTZR) located at the
Wetzell Geodetic Observatory (Germany). Double differenced pseudorange minus phase
observables are shown in figure 4.4 (left), together with the equivalent using the iono-free
combinations derived from equation 4.4 (right). According to observation equations 4.16
and 4.17, residual observation noise is obtained, as all other effects are cancelled out. It is
clearly visible that the L2/L5 combination is not favorable for PPP, because of the high noise
amplification factor resulting from the small frequency separation. This is consistent with
the theoretical analysis explained in section 4.3. L1/L2 and L1/L5 linear combinations have
similar resulting noise level, and will be further analyzed in sections 4.6 and 4.7.
4.6 Interfrequency biases
For PPP processing, IGS Final Orbits and Clock products are taken as input in the PPP engine,
which is fed with MGEX daily Rinex3 observation data. In this section we have a look at













































4 4.2 4.4 4.6 4.8 5
Time (hours)
L1 (σ = 0.63)
L2 (σ = 0.73)
L5 (σ = 0.83)
L1/L2 (σ = 1.98)
L1/L5 (σ = 1.72)
L2/L5 (σ = 12.17)
Fig. 4.4: Double-difference code-phase measurements for original measurements in L1, L2
and L5 carriers (left) and ionosphere-free linear combinations (right).
Observation data is a zero-baseline configuration located at Wetzell (Germany),
corresponding to WTZZ and WTZR receivers. An arbitrary offset has been applied
to each signal to improve plot clarity.
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the interfrequency bias term bij15 estimated in the PPP process according to the observation
equations presented in section 4.3.
As shown in table 4.4, MGEX stations present a variety of different observables, depending
on the tracking mode selected by each receiver manufacturer. For our PPP processing,
P-code in L1 and L2 measurements are selected, for compatibility with the IGS products.
For those receivers that only provide C/A measurements in L1, the P1-C1 biases provided
by CODE IGS analysis center are applied. For the L5 signals, each receiver provides one
kind of measurement, either the dataless pilot component (C5Q/L5Q) or the combined I+Q
component (C5X/L5X). For simplicity, L2C signals are not used in this study. The reader is
referred to [Leandro et al., 2008] for a detailed analysis on the impact of L2C in PPP.
The signals selected for PPP processing are summarized in table 4.5. It is important to
mention that Sepentrio receivers are reporting pseduranges C1W and C1C, but only report
phase as L1C. In principle the L1C and L1W phases are different by a quarter cycle, but
the Rinex3.01 format specifies that phase observables have to be aligned, meaning that the
receiver is already applying this quarter cycle when generating the Rinex3.01 file. In any
case, this phase-offset could be absorbed by the ambiguity term aij12, and thus does not have
further impact in this study.
Receiver Type L1 L2 L5 P1-C1 bias applied
Trimble C1C/L1C C2W/L2W C5X/L5X 
Leica C1C/L1C C2W/L2W C5X/L5X 
Septentrio C1W/L1C C2W/L2W C5Q/L5Q
Javad C1W/L1W C2W/L2W C5X/L5X
IFEN C1C/L1C C2D/L2D C5X/L5X 
Novatel C1C/L1C C2D/L2D C5Q/L5Q 
Tab. 4.5: Rinex3 Code and phase observations selected for PPP processing.
Typical PPP performance is shown in figure 4.5, together with the epoch-wise estimates
of bij15, for the three IIF satellites. It can be seen from the plot that there are significant
bias differences, and therefore three independent bij15 parameters, one per satellite, are
actually needed. It is assumed that these inter-frequency biases are constant over time, at
least over the typical 24 hours run length, thus no process noise is added to the variance-
covariance matrix between consecutive epochs. The daily estimates of bij15, for both IIF
satellites, observed from several stations, are represented in figure 4.6. The day-to-day
repeatability appears to be at decimeter level, taking into account that this interfrequency
biases depend on the pseudorange observations.
Figure 4.7 represents the biases observed from each station in the MGEX network, for a
particular day. There are significant differences between different receivers, but it can be
observed that receivers from the same manufacturer experience similar biases. Station CUT0
(Curtin) is an exception, but no sensible explanation has been found to explain the difference
with other Trimble NETR9 receivers. Noticeable also is the big offset value observed by the
IFEN receiver at station GRAB (Graz).







































Fig. 4.5: PPP performance for station GMSD (Nakatane, Japan) on DOY 346 2012,









































Fig. 4.6: Daily estimates for inter frequency bias parameter bk15, for IIF satellites PRN24 and
PRN25, observed from MGEX stations DLF1 (Delft), BRST (Brest), MYVA
(Reykjavik), NURK (Kigali), and USN5 (Washington).


























































































































































































































































Fig. 4.8: Differential PRN01-PRN24 inter frequency code bias observed from the MGEX
station network (GPS week 1718).
Figure 4.8 shows the difference in the estimated biases between PRN01 and PRN24, for each
station. The idea here is to remove the station dependent biases (bi15 in equation 4.25) and
come-up with a satellite-only dependent bias bj15. The agreement obtained from different
receivers is very good, and the overall estimated satellite difference bias value is 1.54 meters
(5.1 nanoseconds). It is also notable that no visible difference is observed between receivers
tracking the pilot Q component (Novatel, Septentrio) and those tracking the combined signal
I+Q (Trimble, Leica, Javad and Ifen).
The estimation of the satellite interfrequency biases brings an important advantage for PPP
users. As we have seen, in absence of this information, the PPP implementation needs to
estimate an additional parameter bij15 for each IIF satellite. However, if the satellite biases
are estimated (as described in this section) and provided to an PPP end-user, the algorithm
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will be simplified, as a single receiver-dependent bi15, valid for all IIF satellites, could be
sufficient to include L1/L5 measurements.
4.7 The phase anomaly
It was first presented in [Montenbruck et al., 2011] that SVN-62 (PRN25) has an abnormal
phase behavior, causing an apparent clock anomaly in the L1/L5 ionosphere free phase
combination with respect to the L1/L2. This is probably due to uncontrolled thermal effects
in the satellite. The phase variations are dependent mainly on the elevation of the Sun over
the orbital plane, commonly known as the β angle. This phenomenon reaches the maximum
effect during the eclipse seasons (|β| < 14o). We address in this section how the phase
anomaly can impact PPP processing.
Figure 4.9 shows the L1/L5 PPP phase residuals for PRN24 and PRN25. It is clear that the
ambiguity term aij15, which is assumed to be constant over a satellite pass, cannot absorb
the time-variant phase anomaly for the satellites. This effect has also been observed in the
third IIF satellite PRN01 in a similar way. This L5 phase anomaly is fairly significant, and
can cause PPP performance degradation if not properly accounted for, specially when more


































Fig. 4.9: L1/L5 PPP phase residuals for PRN24 (left) and PRN25 (right) for stations BRUX
(Brussels), BRST (Brest) and KIR8 (Kiruna).
There are several possibilities to address the phase anomaly in PPP. The first option is to
assign stochastic properties to the ambiguity parameters aij15, so that they can absorb the
time variations of the L1/L5 phase measurements. The problem with this approach is the
difficulty in assigning an adequate a-priori spectral density to the parameter. Additionally,
the approach will limit the contribution of the L1/L5 measurements to the position domain,
as the new observations will mainly contribute to the additional time-variant ambiguity.
A second approach is to estimate a different set of satellite clock biases δtj15, using L1/L5
observations only, than can be input to the PPP algorithm together with the traditional L1/L2-
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derived clocks δtj12. The L1/L5-based clocks are able to assimilate the temporal variations,
so that a constant ambiguity term aij15 can be estimated for kinematic positioning.
In order to assess the feasibility of this approach, L1/L5-based clocks are generated in a
two-step process. In the first step, a static PPP network solution is performed using L1/L2
ionosphere-free observations, that allows the estimation of tropospheric delays Γi and station
clock biases δti12 for all stations in the MGEX network. In the second step, these parameters
are kept fixed and only the satellite clocks for the IIF satellites are estimated using L1/L5
ionosphere-free observations only. In this case, the observation model can be re-written
using a decoupled clock model:
P ij12 = ρij + υiΓij + c(δti12 − δtj12) + εijP12 (4.26)
Lij12 = ρij + υiΓij + c(δti12 − δtj12) + aij12 + εijL12 (4.27)
P ij15 = ρij + υiΓij + c(δti12 − δtj15) + bi15 + εijP15 (4.28)
Lij15 = ρij + υiΓij + c(δti12 − δtj15) + bi15 + aij15 + εijL15 (4.29)
Where δtij12 is the satellite clock corresponding to the L1/L2 observations (as provided in IGS
Final clock product), while δtij15 is the new set of estimated L1/L5 satellite clocks. It is to
be noted that this clock includes also the satellite-dependent part of the term bj15, while the
remaining receiver-dependent part is noted as bi15.
Figure 4.10 shows the comparison between L1/L5 clock and the original L1/L2 clocks. It
can be clearly seen the more significant sub daily variations for PRN25 during the eclipse
season (β = 9o), while the variations for PRN01 are much smaller (β = 76o). The new δj15
have been applied to the PPP engine for the L1/L5 measurements. The new residuals shown























PRN01 (β = 76o)
PRN24 (β = 32o)
PRN25 (β = 9o)
Fig. 4.10: Comparison between L1/L2 and L1/L5 clocks, for all three IIF satellites on DOY
344 2012. The daily bias per satellite has been removed from the time series.


































Fig. 4.11: L1/L5 PPP phase residuals for PRN24 (left) and PRN25 (right) after L1/L5-based
clocks are applied.
4.8 Conclusions
New GPS signals in L5 present interesting properties that make them attractive for the
most precise applications, such as PPP. When forming ionosphere-free linear combinations,
however, the observations noise is amplified, and this effect is particularly severe for the
L2/L5 combination, because of the reduced frequency separation. However, the amplifica-
tion noise of L1/L5 combinations is reasonable. The L1/L5 combination is therefore the
preferred complement to the traditional L1/L2 observations. This will increase robustness in
situations where there is poor L2 tracking due to for example, interferences or ionospheric
scintillation.
However, due to the frequency difference, satellite and receiver interfrequency biases arise
that need to be taken into account in the PPP engine. An extended design matrix is therefore
needed to accommodate the additional parameters. Using this formulation, we can conduct
an interfrequency bias analysis. Different groups of values have been observed between
several stations depending on the receiver type. Furthermore, if the station component is
removed using single differences, the interfrequency bias between the two GPS IIF satellites
can be adequately estimated using PPP.
Regarding the phase performance, the known L5 phase anomaly can degrade the PPP
accuracy if not properly handled. This can be mitigated by providing the PPP user with an
additional set of L1/L5 clocks so that observed phase ambiguity can be actually considered
constant. The new L1/L5 clocks absorb the temporal phase variations as well as the
interfrequency bias.
Finally, thanks to the efforts of IGS, the MGEX network data is providing routinely adequate
tracking for all new signals, which is of great interest for the scientific community. This study
would not have been possible without such data.
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5.1 Abstract
Satellite positioning is evolving rapidly, with the deployment of Galileo and BeiDou systems,
in addition to the modernisation programmes for GPS and GLONASS. At the time of writing,
the BeiDou constellation consists of 5 Geostationary Orbit (GEO), 5 Geosynchronous Orbit
(IGSO) and 4 Medium-Earth Orbit (MEO) satellites. The constellation design is particularly
interesting as it allows visibility of a sufficient number of BeiDou satellites over Asia for
autonomous positioning. In this paper, possibilities for real-time precise point positioning
(PPP) using BeiDou are explored.
For real-time generation of orbit and clock products, observation data from Fugro‘s propri-
etary station network are used, together with data from the IGS Multi-GNSS Experiment
(MGEX). In order to perform orbit estimation, the NAPEOS (Navigation Package for Earth
Orbiting Satellites) software has been extended for processing BeiDou data.
1Fugro Intersite BV, Leidschendam (The Netherlands)
2Fugro Satellite Positioning AS, Oslo (Norway)
3Norwegian University of Life Sciences, Department of Mathematical Sciences and Technology
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Satellite orbits are generated every hour and include a predicted part which can be used for
real-time positioning. In order to estimate the accuracy of the real-time orbit, a validation
with post-processed products is presented.
A Kalman filter has been extended to process BeiDou observation data, in order to estimate
satellite clock biases in real-time.
For precise point positioning, Fugro‘s kinematic PPP engine is used. The engine is fed with
real-time orbits and clocks, as well as observation data from test receivers. Kinematic PPP
results are presented, in real-time and post-processing, including BeiDou standalone and in
combination with GPS.
5.2 Introduction - BeiDou status
BeiDou, the Chinese satellite navigation system, started with the experimental phase from
2000 to 2003. During this period, three geostationary satellites were put in orbit, known as
BeiDou 1B, 1C and 1D, which constituted the initial regional phase of the system, known as
BeiDou-1.








C01 BeiDou G1 2010-01-16 2010-001A 36287 140.0◦ East
C02 BeiDou G6 2012-10-25 2012-059A 38953 80.0◦ East
C03 BeiDou G3 2010-06-02 2010-024A 36590 84.7◦ East
C04 BeiDou G4 2010-10-31 2010-057A 37210 160.0◦ East
C05 BeiDou G5 2012-02-24 2012-008A 38091 58.8◦ East
C06 BeiDou IGSO 1 2010-07-31 2010-036A 36828
C07 BeiDou IGSO 2 2010-12-17 2010-068A 37256
C08 BeiDou IGSO 3 2011-04-09 2011-013A 37384
C09 BeiDou IGSO 4 2011-07-26 2011-038A 37763
C10 BeiDou IGSO 5 2011-12-01 2011-073A 37948
C11 BeiDou M3 2012-04-29 2012-018A 38250 Plane B / slot 4
C12 BeiDou M4 2012-04-29 2012-018B 38251 Plane B / slot 3
C13 BeiDou M5 2012-09-18 2012-050A 38774 Plane A / slot 7
C14 BeiDou M6 2012-09-18 2012-050B 38775 Plane A / slot 8
The operational system, known as Compass/BeiDou-2 is well under development. The
constellation has been designed to provide augmented navigation services over China,
thanks to Inclined Geosynchronous Orbit (IGSO) and Geostationary Orbit (GEO) satellites,
in addition to Medium Earth Orbit (MEO) satellites for providing global coverage. At the
time of writing, the constellation consists of 14 operational satellites, whose characteristics
are detailed in table 5.1. The ground track is depicted in figure 5.1. The second phase of
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BeiDou foresees the operation of up to 27 MEO satellites before 2020, offering worldwide
positioning coverage.
BeiDou has been designed for transmitting three carrier frequencies: 1561.098 MHz (B1),
1207.14 MHz (B2) and 1268.52 MHz (B3) [Grelier, 2007]. The Interface Control Document
for the open-service signals on the B1 carrier was released in December 2012. [CSNO,
2012].
BeiDou has drawn the attention of the scientific community since its very beginning. Shortly
after the first MEO M1 satellite was launched in 2007, ranging codes were obtained thanks
to the use of high-gain antennas and advanced signal processing techniques [Grelier, 2007,
Wilde et al., 2007, Gao et al., 2009]. Initial results for orbit determination of M1 satellite
using Satellite Laser Ranging (SLR) were presented in [Hauschild et al., 2011a], together












































BeiDou satellite positions 20.07.13 11:00 UTC
Fig. 5.1: Ground track for BeiDou constellation, as of July 20th 2013. IGSO satellites in
blue, MEO satellites in red and GEO satellites in green.
Initial positioning results using a reduced 3-GEO and 3-IGSO constellation were presented
in [Shi et al., 2012]. Using experimental broadcast ephemerides, accuracies of tens of
meters were achieved with absolute positioning. Regarding relative positioning, accuracy
below decimeter level was obtained in a short baseline configuration. A characterization of
triple-carrier ionosphere-free linear combination for BeiDou frequencies was presented in
[Montenbruck et al., 2012]. In the same study, ambiguity resolution was also attempted in a
short baseline configuration making use of the extra wide-lane observations with the signals
on the B2 and B3 frequencies.
The first assessment on precise orbit determination using GNSS data for GEO and IGSO
satellites was presented in [Steigenberger et al., 2013], where several solar radiation pressure
parametrisations were assessed. In that study, the GEO orbit accuracy was limited to few
meters due to the reduced size of the tracking network available. Further results using an
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extended network are available in [?], where sub-meter orbit errors were achieved for the
first time.
In this study, we assess the possibility of real-time navigation with BeiDou, using the Precise
Point Positioning technique [Zumberge et al., 1997]. For the generation of satellite orbit
and clock estimates, a global GNSS tracking network is used, which is described in section
5.3. Section 5.4 presents the processing strategy for real-time PPP. In section 5.5, BeiDou
orbit results are given. BeiDou standalone positioning results are presented in section 5.6,
and combined GPS and BeiDou positioning is discussed in section 5.7. Conclusions are
summarized in section 5.8.
5.3 BeiDou tracking networks: MGEX and Fugro
In 2010, the International GNSS Service (IGS) [Dow et al., 2009] started the MGEX campaign
[Rizos et al., 2013], in order to provide the scientific community with tracking data for the
new GNSS signals and systems, using state-of-the art geodetic equipment. At the time of
writing, a subset of the stations in the network are equipped with BeiDou-capable equipment,
including Trimble NETR9, Javad Delta G3T and Septentrio PolaRx4 geodetic receivers.
In parallel, Fugro has upgraded the Trimble NETR9 receivers in its proprietary reference
station network in order to support new constellations, on top of the existing commercial G2



































Fig. 5.2: BeiDou tracking network, including Fugro and MGEX stations (August 2013).
In order to obtain the highest possible accuracy in orbit and clock estimation, all available
stations from both networks are used. Figure 5.2 shows the combined station network, and
the receiver type distribution is summarized in table 5.2. Although many of the stations are
located in Europe, the network is still reasonably well distributed, thus providing worldwide
tracking of BeiDou with an adequate level of redundancy.
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Regarding the observation types available, it has been found that not all MGEX receivers
available are tracking BeiDou satellites; this depends not only on the receiver type, but also
on particular firmware installed in each receiver. A summary of the receivers available with
BeiDou observations is displayed in table 5.2. Regarding observations types, all Trimble
NETR9 receivers are providing pseudorange and carrier-phase observables in the three
BeiDou carrier frequencies, B1 B2 and B3. However, Javad Delta G3T and Septentrio
PolaRx4 receivers are not providing tracking data in B3, due to a current limitation in the
receiver hardware and/or firmware. In order to maximize data availability for the orbit
computation, B1 and B2 frequencies are used in this study, which are processed using the
well-known ionosphere-free linear combination.
Tab. 5.2: BeiDou-capable receivers available from Fugro and MGEX networks.
Receiver Type Fugro MGEX B1 B2 B3
Trimble NETR9 25 13   
Septentrio PolaRx4 0 7  
Javad Delta G3T 0 1  
5.4 Processing strategy
The processing strategy for real-time PPP is depicted in figure 5.3, where BeiDou data is
processed together with GPS. The NAPEOS software package [Springer and Dow, 2009] is
used to generate an orbit prediction suitable for real-time applications. The software has
been enhanced in order to process BeiDou observation data via RINEX3 format [IGS and
RTCM-SC104, 2013]. For the orbit estimation, hourly observation files from both Fugro and
MGEX stations are used. MGEX station data is downloaded from the CDDIS data centre
(ftp://cddis.nasa.gov). The Fugro data arriving in real-time via Trimble’s RT27 format is
converted to RINEX3 using a specific converter. The predicted orbit, based on NAPEOS
batch-runs using 48 hours of observation data, is updated every hour, in order to ensure
short prediction times and thus avoiding large orbit errors for real-time PPP. For generation
of real-time satellite clocks, a Kalman filter has been developed where both BeiDou- and
GPS-data are processed using the predicted orbits as fixed values. The Kalman filter also
estimates ancillary parameters, such as station clock biases, wet tropospheric delays and
carrier-phase ambiguities. GPS-BeiDou intersystem biases are estimated as part of the orbit
adjustment, and kept fixed for real-time clock estimation. The Kalman filter is fed with
observation data coming from the Fugro network, which is available in real-time with few
seconds latency.
Finally, orbit prediction and real-time clock estimates are injected into Fugro proprietary PPP
engine, together with observation data from the RT27 streams, in order to obtain station
coordinates in real-time making use of BeiDou satellites.
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Fig. 5.3: Processing strategy for real-time PPP.
5.5 Orbit results
In an attempt to assess the accuracy of the BeiDou orbits, the real-time estimates are
compared against a post-processed product stemming from 24 hours of observation data. It
is assumed that the post-processed orbit has higher accuracy, therefore this comparison is a
good assessment of the accuracy of the real-time orbit, which is later used in PPP.
Daily statistics of the orbit comparison are presented in figure 5.4. The accuracy of IGSO and
MEO satellites is very good, down to sub-decimeter level. However, the orbit accuracy of
GEO satellites is worse, at decimeter level, including some meter-level outliers, specially for
the along-track orbit component. The reason for the lower orbit accuracy for GEO satellites
is mainly the lack of geometry variation for these satellites, as they appear static in the
sky observed from each reference station. These poor geometry conditions weaken the
observability of the orbit dynamics, affecting the estimated orbit parameters. These results
are consistent with the analysis previously presented in [?]. The radial and cross-track orbit
components are still very good, and the GEO satellites can be used in PPP.
It should be noted that there are still a number of factors limiting the orbit quality in the
network adjustment. These are mainly due to modeling uncertainties, such as precise
satellite antenna phase center corrections for BeiDou satellites, which are available for GPS
[Schmid et al., 2005]. For the BeiDou satellites, the antenna phase center offsets proposed
in the MGEX campaign have been used, namely [0.6 0.0 1.1] meters in XYZ in the satellite
body-fixed reference frame. For the BeiDou frequencies, antenna phase center corrections
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Fig. 5.4: Orbit comparison results (real-time vs post-processed) on August 17th, 2013.
are not yet publicly available for receiver antennas. Furthermore, BeiDou satellite modeling
needs to be improved, in particular regarding solar radiation pressure and attitude modeling.
In this study, CODE empirical model with 5 parameters has been used for solar radiation
pressure. Finally, ambiguity resolution is a promising way to improve the orbit quality, in the
same way as it can be done for GPS [Ge et al., 2005]. The assessment of ambiguity resolution
for BeiDou goes beyond the scope of this article, as it needs an extensive characterization of
BeiDou signals.
5.6 BeiDou standalone PPP
In order to assess PPP performance, several Fugro reference stations in the Asia-Pacific region
are selected, as they have full visibility of the BeiDou constellation, including also GEO and
IGSO satellites, and data can be processed in real-time via data streams in RT27 format.
In particular, stations located in Chennai (India), Manila (Philipines), Darwin and Perth
(Australia) are selected for this analysis. Polar visibility plots for these stations are depicted
in figure 5.5.
Precise point positioning results for station Perth are represented in figure 5.6, where the
PPP engine is run in kinematic mode using 10 seconds observation sampling. These results
were obtained in real-time using BeiDou-standalone PPP on August 17th, 2013. The good
visibility of the BeiDou constellation allows to have enough satellites in view for continuous

































Fig. 5.5: Polar visibility plots for Fugro stations in Darwin, Chennai, Perth and Manila.
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positioning. However, the satellite geometry is occasionally suboptimal as can be observed
in the increased values for horizontal and vertical dilution of precision (HDOP and VDOP)
in the second half of the day. Horizontal positioning errors for the three other stations are




































































Fig. 5.6: Real-time BeiDou-standalone PPP results for Perth, on August 17th, 2013.
PPP engine has also been run using the post-processed orbit and clock solution mentioned in
section 5.5. The PPP configuration between the real-time and the post-processed solution is
identical, the only difference is the source of orbit and clocks. Positioning statistics for the
four stations are summarized in table 5.3. The post-processed solution is significantly more
accurate than the real-time one; the reason is mainly the higher quality of the post-processed
orbit and clock estimates.
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Tab. 5.3: BeiDou standalone PPP statistics (RMS), on August 17th 2013.
Station
Real-time Post-processing
East (cm) North (cm) Up (cm) East (cm) North (cm) Up (cm)
Darwin 6.09 5.88 16.14 4.24 4.40 7.81
Perth 4.73 5.27 12.63 1.31 3.75 4.44
Chennai 8.68 5.90 15.25 3.41 1.63 8.02
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Fig. 5.7: Real-time horizontal results for BeiDou PPP, on August 17th, 2013.
5.7 GPS + BeiDou PPP
In this section, the contribution of BeiDou on top of GPS-based PPP is addressed. In order
to obtain positioning statistics in different configurations, the PPP engine is run in post-
processing using the satellite orbit and clocks obtained in real-time, as described in section
5.4. Additionally, the PPP engine is restarted every hour, in order to observe the improvement
in convergence time when adding BeiDou on top of GPS. Figure 5.8 represents average
position error as a function of time since PPP start, for all four stations from 18th to 22nd of
August 2013. A total of 480 independent PPP runs have been performed for this analysis.
It is interesting to observe that adding BeiDou on top of GPS systematically improves PPP
position accuracy and reduces convergence time by several minutes. These results are
very encouraging, taking into account the current limitations on BeiDou tracking data and
satellite modelling.
5.8 Conclusions
In this article, the first real-time PPP results using BeiDou have been presented. Using a well
distributed station network, real-time orbit accuracy can be achieved at decimeter level for
MEO and IGSO satellites, and around meter-level for GEO satellites. The accuracy of GEO
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Fig. 5.8: Convergence time analysis for GPS standalone and BeiDou+GPS.
orbits is mainly limited due to lack of geometry change, resulting in poor observability of
the orbit dynamic parameters.
The real-time positioning accuracy using BeiDou PPP standalone is around 5 cm horizontal
and 15 cm vertical, for stations with good visibility of IGSO and GEO satellites. Post-
processed PPP results are significantly better thanks to the higher quality of post-processed
orbits and clocks. Regarding convergence time, it has been observed that combined GPS and
BeiDou PPP converges faster than GPS standalone, thanks to the enhanced visibility and
satellite geometry when adding the new constellation.
The overall BeiDou accuracy is currently limited by the number of receivers with BeiDou
tracking capability, as well as modeling limitations for BeiDou, such as antenna phase center
corrections, solar radiation pressure and attitude modelling. Taking these limitations into
account, the positioning results are very promising and will likely improve following the
further development of the BeiDou constellation, as well as further improvements in the
processing models for these satellites.
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6.1 Abstract
State of the art Precise Point Positioning (PPP) is currently based on dual-frequency pro-
cessing of GPS and Glonass navigation systems. The International GNSS Service (IGS) is
routinely providing the most accurate orbit and clock products for these constellations,
1Fugro Satellite Positioning AS, Oslo (Norway)
2Norwegian University of Life Sciences, Department of Mathematical Sciences and Technology
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allowing point positioning at centimeter-level accuracy. At the same time, the GNSS land-
scape is evolving rapidly, with the deployment of new constellations, such as Galileo and
BeiDou. The BeiDou constellation currently consists of 14 operational satellites, and the 4
Galileo In-Orbit Validation (IOV) satellites are transmitting initial Galileo signals. This paper
focuses on the integration of Galileo and BeiDou in PPP, together with GPS and Glonass.
Satellite orbits and clocks for all constellations are generated using a network adjustment
with observation data collected by the IGS Multi-GNSS Experiment (MGEX), as well as from
Fugro proprietary reference station network. The orbit processing strategy is described, and
orbit accuracy for Galileo and BeiDou is assessed via orbit overlaps, for different arc lengths.
Kinematic post-processed multi-GNSS positioning results are presented. The benefits of
multi-constellation PPP are discussed in terms of enhanced availability and positioning
accuracy.
Keywords: BeiDou, Galileo, Intersystem-biases, Multi-constellation Precise Point Position-
ing
6.2 Introduction
The Precise Point Positioning (PPP) technique [Zumberge et al., 1997] has become increas-
ingly significant in high-precision positioning applications during recent years [Kanzaki et al.,
2011, Geng et al., 2010], as it allows the estimation of accurate receiver coordinates, without
the need of a nearby reference station. PPP has other interesting applications, such as
time-transfer [Defraigne et al., 2008], ionospheric [Leandro et al., 2007a] and tropospheric
characterization [Kjørsvik et al., 2006], or biases calibration [Leandro et al., 2010].
The International GNSS Service (IGS) is routinely generating the most accurate orbit and
clock estimates, for GPS and Glonass satellites, by means of a dense global network and
several contributing analysis centers [Dow et al., 2009]. Making use of these products and
precise observation modeling [Kouba and Héroux, 2001], static absolute positioning can be
achieved at centimeter level accuracy in post-processing. Sub-decimeter level accuracy can
be achieved in kinematic applications [Hesselbarth, 2011]. Real-time users can also access
orbit and clock corrections via RTCM streams, enabling decimeter-level accuracy in real-time
[Caissy et al., 2012]. In addition, there are several commercial PPP services making use of
GPS and Glonass, such as Fugro‘s G2 [Melgard et al., 2009] or Trimble‘s RTX [Leandro et al.,
2011], which also supports the Japanese QZSS (Quasi-Zenith Satellite System).
The current development of BeiDou and Galileo constellations offers new prospects for
precise navigation, when combined with traditional GPS and Glonass PPP, thanks to the
increased number of satellites available. At the time of writing, the BeiDou constellation
consists of 5 Geostationary Orbit (GEO), 5 Inclined Geosynchronous Orbit (IGSO) and
4 Medium-Earth Orbit (MEO) satellites, providing regional coverage around China for
continuous positioning. The constellation deployment is expected to resume in 2014, with
the further development of the MEO constellation, in order to achieve global coverage
before the end of this decade. The Galileo constellation is currently composed of 4 initial
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In-Orbit-Validation (IOV) satellites. The Full Operational Capability (FOC) phase is expected
to start also in 2014 with the launch of the first operational satellites.
This article focuses on the contribution of Galileo and BeiDou to PPP. A prerequisite is the
generation of precise satellite orbits and clocks for the new constellations. This is done
using a network least-squares adjustment, making use of observation data from the IGS
Multi-GNSS Experiment (MGEX), as well as from Fugro‘s proprietary network, which has
been made available for this study. The network and the observables available are described
in section 6.3.
Ionosphere-free observation equations for multi-GNSS PPP are presented in section 6.4,
where constellation-dependent intersystem biases are introduced, for Galileo and BeiDou.
The processing strategy for orbit and clock estimation is presented in section 6.5, together
with an assessment of the orbit accuracy. The estimated intersystem biases are presented in
section 6.6. Kinematic multi-GNSS positioning results are presented in section 6.7, where
the benefits of adding Galileo and BeiDou to PPP are discussed. Conclusions are summarized
in section 6.8.
6.3 Tracking data
For GPS and Glonass, the International GNSS Service (IGS) has been providing observation
data for scientific purposes during the last twenty years. With the development of new
navigation systems, IGS started in 2011 the Multi-GNSS Experiment (MGEX) [Rizos et al.,
2013], aiming at upgrading the current station network to support new constellations. Most
of the stations in the MGEX campaign are Galileo-capable, and a subset of them are also
tracking BeiDou. The Japanese QZSS system is also observed by the network, but this system
has not been included in this study, as the contribution to PPP is still relatively small, with
only one satellite (QZSS-1) available at the moment.
At the same time, Fugro is operating a worldwide reference station network for supporting
its commercial positioning services, mainly for maritime applications. A subset of the stations
in the network have been upgraded to Galileo and BeiDou capability.
A map of the stations available in both networks is depicted in figure 6.1. It can be observed
that, although there is a concentration of stations in Europe, the network still provides a
fairly good global coverage. Particularly relevant are the stations located in Asia-Pacific area,
for the tracking of BeiDou IGSO and GEO satellites.
Regarding the frequency plan for the new constellations, BeiDou is broadcasting signals in
three carrier frequencies: 1568.091 MHz (B1), 1207.14 MHz (B2) and 1268.52 MHz (B3)
[Grelier, 2007], whereas Galileo is transmitting open signals in E1 (1575.42 MHz), E5a
(1176.45 MHz), E5b (1207.14 MHz) and E5a+b (1195.795 MHz) [European Commision,
2010], in addition to the future commercial service in the E6 carrier (1278.75 MHz). It is to
be noted that BeiDou and Galileo are sharing the B2/E5b carrier, while Galileo and GPS are
sharing both L1/E1 and L5/E5a carriers. This opens the door to interoperability applications,
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Fig. 6.1: Geographical distribution of MGEX and Fugro stations, indicating tracking
capability for Galileo and BeiDou (August 2013).
which are out of the scope of this study. The reader is referred to [Melgard et al., 2013] for
a study on interoperability of GPS and Galileo using E1/E5a in PPP.
All the Fugro stations, equipped with Trimble NETR9 receivers, are providing Galileo and
BeiDou data in all frequencies. However, it has been found that, for MGEX stations, the
signals availability depends on the receiver model, the firmware installed in each receiver
and/or the way of generating Rinex3 files from raw data. Table 6.1 summarizes the number
of stations per receiver type in the network, and the availability for Galileo and BeiDou
tracking for each receiver type.
Tab. 6.1: Receiver type distribution in the MGEX network as per August 15th, 2013.
Number of stations tracking each Galileo and BeiDou frequency are shown.
Galileo BeiDouReceiver
Brand
Model Number of stations
E1 E5a E5b E5a+b B1 B2 B3
Delta G2T 3 3 3 0 0 0 0 0
Javad
Delta G3T 23 23 23 1 1 1 1 0
GR10 4 4 4 4 4 0 0 0
GR25 4 4 4 1 1 0 0 0Leica
GRX1200 5 5 5 5 5 0 0 0
Novatel OEM6 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0
AsteRx3 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0
PolaRx4 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 0
PolaRx4TR 2 2 2 2 2 1 1 0
Septentrio
PolaRxS 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0
Trimble NETR9 26 22 22 22 22 17 17 17
TOTAL 78 72 72 43 43 27 27 17
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For instance, the majority of Javad G3T Delta receivers are tracking Galileo only on E1
and E5a frequencies. Actually only one Javad receiver (WTZZ, Wetzell, Germany), which
is equipped with the most modern receiver board and firmware, is also tracking E5b and
E5a+b signals, as well as BeiDou B1 and B2 signals.
Septentrio receivers are generally not able to track the BeiDou B3 signals, due to a limitation
in the current receiver firmware. Some other stations equipped with Trimble NETR9 receivers
are not providing any Galileo or BeiDou measurements, probably due to the way these
receivers are configured by the station operators.
In order to maximize data availability with the existing observations, Galileo E1 and E5a,
as well as BeiDou B1 and B2 signals have been selected for the subsequent analysis. The
observables are processed using the ionosphere-free linear combination, whose observation
equations are detailed in the next section.
6.4 Observations equations
For this study, the GPS observation equations proposed by [Collins et al., 2008] have been
extended for accommodating multi-GNSS observations, adding inter-systembias parameters
between different constellations. The resulting ionosphere-free observations equations, for
each GNSS, for pseudorange P and carrier-phase L, between station i and satellite j, are:
P j,GP Si = ρ
j
i + υjΓi + c(δti − δtj) + εjPi (6.1)
Lj,GP Si = ρ
j
i + υjΓi + c(δti − δtj) + aji + εjLj (6.2)
P j,GLOi = ρ
j
i + υjΓi + c(δti − δtj + ISBj,GLOi ) + εjPi (6.3)
Lj,GLOi = ρ
j
i + υjΓi + c(δti − δtj + ISBj,GLOi ) + aji + εjLi (6.4)
P j,GALi = ρ
j
i + υjΓi + c(δti − δtj + ISBGALi ) + εjPi (6.5)
Lj,GALi = ρ
j
i + υjΓi + c(δti − δtj + ISBGALi ) + aji + εjLi (6.6)
P j,BEIi = ρ
j
i + υjΓi + c(δti − δtj + ISBBEIi ) + εjPi (6.7)
Lj,BEIi = ρ
j
i + υjΓi + c(δti − δtj + ISBBEIi ) + aji + εjLi (6.8)
where:
• ρji is the geometric distance between station and satellite, assuming relevant correc-
tions, such as antenna phase center corrections or phase wind-up, have been already
accounted for.
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• υjΓi is the wet tropospheric delay between station and satellite, where Γi is the tropo-
spheric zenith delay and υj is the associated elevation-depending mapping function.
The dry component of the tropospheric delay is removed from the observations using
an a-priori model.
• δti and δtj are the epoch-wise receiver and satellite clock offsets, respectively. Follow-
ing this notation, it has been assumed that there is a single receiver clock common
to all observables from different GNSS. GNSS-differences are accounted for in the
intersystem-bias terms.
• c is the speed of light.
• ISBj,GLOi is the GPS-Glonass intersystem-bias term. It is to be noted that this bias
depends on each station i and satellite j, due to the Frequency Division Multiple
Access (FDMA) scheme implemented by Glonass, which induces receiver- and satellite-
dependent inter-channel biases. As shown in [Reussner and Wanninger, 2011], each
frequency (satellite) encounters a slightly difference delay in the receiver.
• ISBGALi and ISB
BEI
i are the GPS-Galileo and GPS-BeiDou intersystem-biases, re-
spectively. Contrary to Glonass, it is to be noted that these are satellite-independent, as
Galileo and BeiDou have adopted the Code Division Multiple Access (CDMA) scheme,
meaning that all satellites from the same constellation use the same carrier-frequency.
Significant biases appear though depending on the receiver model, but might depend
also on the digital signal processing (firmware) happening inside the receiver. It needs
to be mentioned that the new generation of Glonass satellites (Glonass-K) is expected
to implement CDMA as well.
• aji is the ambiguity term between station and satellite, associated to the carrier-phase
measurements. For the ionosphere-free linear combination, this term is in general not
integer, due to non-integer nature of the combination coefficients, and the presence of
satellite and receiver hardware delays [Laurichesse et al., 2009].
• εjPi and ε
j
Li
are unmodelled effects, such as thermal noise and multipath, for pseudor-
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6.5 Orbit and clock estimation
6.5.1 Processing strategy
For estimation of orbit and clocks, NAPEOS [Springer and Dow, 2009] software package
has been used. The software has been extended to process BeiDou, on top of the existing
capabilities for GPS, Glonass and Galileo. The processing strategy, depicted in figure 6.2,
will be described next.
In order to obtain an a-priori orbit, broadcast ephemeris can be used for GPS and Glonass.
For Galileo, test ephemeris started in March 2013, but satellites are still unhealthy meaning
that this data might not always be reliable. For BeiDou, MGEX stations are at the moment not
providing any ephemeris. For these reasons, Two Line Elements (TLEs) are used , for both
Galileo and BeiDou, in order to obtain an a-priori orbit initialization. The accuracy of this
a-priori orbit is at sub-kilometer level. TLEs can be downloaded from www.space-track.org,
which also includes the format description.
Orbit and clock preprocessing
(pseudorange only)
A-priori orbit and clocks
Network adjustment
(pseudorange and carrier phase)
Precise orbit and clocks
(300 second sampling)
Clock densification process
(pseudorange and carrier phase)






Fig. 6.2: Processing strategy for generation of orbit and clocks, including Galileo and
BeiDou.
In a first processing step, a least-squares estimation using only pseudorange observations is
performed, in order to improve the TLE-derived orbits and to obtain a-priori satellite clocks
for Galileo and BeiDou. After this step, the orbit accuracy is around meter-level, similar to
what is obtained for GPS and Glonass via broadcast ephemerides.
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In a second step, both pseudorange and carrier-phase observations are used, in order to
benefit from the precision of the carrier-phase measurements. Estimated parameters are the
satellite state vectors, solar radiation pressure parameters, wet tropospheric delays, satellite
and station clocks, intersystem-bias terms and carrier-phase ambiguities.
Finally, in order to obtain suitable clocks for PPP at 30 seconds sampling, a final clock
densification process is performed. In this final step, only station and satellite clocks are
estimated. All other parameters are kept fixed to the previous estimates.
6.5.2 Modeling for Galileo and BeiDou
A summary of the models being used for all constellations is presented in table 6.2. Being
relatively new constellations, BeiDou and Galileo have a number of modeling limitations
compared to more mature systems, such as GPS and Glonass. The impact of these limitations
will be addressed in the current section.
Tab. 6.2: Summary of models used for multi-GNSS processing.
GPS Glonass Galileo BeiDou
Observation sampling 30 seconds
Elevation cut-off 10 degrees
Signal selection L1/L2 E1/E5a B1/B2
Antenna phase center corrections IGS Antex file A-priori values
Tropospheric modeling GPT/GMF [Boehm et al., 2007]
Ionospheric modeling First order removed by linear combination
Solar Radiation Pressure CODE Empirical Model with 5 parameters
GPS and Glonass precise antenna phase center corrections [Schmid et al., 2007] have been
made available as part of the IGS activities via the Antenna Exchange (ANTEX) format, both
for transmitting and receiving antennas. These precise corrections are not yet available
for neither Galileo nor BeiDou. For satellite antennas, the MGEX project has released
approximate values for the distance between the satellite center of mass and the antenna
phase center. These are [0.2, 0, 0.6] m for Galileo and [0.6, 0, 1.1] m for BeiDou, XYZ in
the satellite body-fixed reference frame. It is expected that these values have an uncertainty
around decimeter level. Nadir- or azimuth- dependent corrections are not available for these
constellations so far.
On the receiving antennas, the phase center offset and azimuth- and elevation-dependent
variations for Galileo and BeiDou frequencies are expected to be slightly different (up to few
centimeters) to the ones used for GPS, due to the different frequencies used by Galileo and
BeiDou. At the time of writing, there are no publicly available calibrations for the antennas
used in MGEX stations. For this study, GPS calibrations have been used for Galileo and
BeiDou, which introduces an additional uncertainty below decimeter level.
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Satellite attitude modeling is not fully known for the new constellations. Under nominal
attitude, yaw-steering mode has been assumed for Galileo and BeiDou, in the same way as
for GPS [Kouba, 2008]. The behavior of the new satellites under eclipse seasons remains
a topic for further research. A mismodelling of the satellite attitude in GNSS impacts the
wind-up correction in carrier-phase measurements [Wu et al., 1993], due to the relative
orientation between transmitting and receiving antennas.
In order to limit the impact of this uncertainty in PPP, the very same models have been
applied in the orbit adjustment and in the precise point positioning estimation.
6.5.3 Orbit quality
For the orbit estimation, two different sets of daily solutions have been generated, in order
to assess the impact of the orbit arc length on the orbit accuracy. The first solution is based
on 24 hours arcs, while the second is based of 72 hours, where the central 24 hours are
extracted as daily solutions.
In order to estimate the orbit quality for GPS and Glonass, a comparison with IGS Final
products has been performed. For the 3-day arc orbits, the monthly RMS is 1.7 cm for GPS,
3.9 cm for Glonass.
Regarding BeiDou and Galileo satellites, the orbit precision can be assessed by measuring
orbit differences between consecutive solutions at day boundaries. The monthly RMS values
obtained for these day boundary differences, for both 1-day and 3-days arc solutions, for
each Galileo and BeiDou satellite, are shown in table 6.3. Sample GPS and Glonass satellites
have been included for reference.
It can be observed that the 3-day orbit solution improves significantly the orbit precision
with respect to the 1-day solution, thanks to the better observability of the orbit dynamics
over longer data arcs. Additionally, GEO orbit precision is typically lower than MEO and
IGSO orbits, mainly on the along-track component. This could be explained by the fact that
there is no geometry variation between the GEO satellites and the reference station network,
which weakens the orbit estimation. Nevertheless, sub-decimeter level accuracy could still
be achieved on the radial and cross-track components.
It is also interesting to note that the 3-day orbit solutions for IGSO satellites C07 and C10
are significantly worse than other IGSO satellites. The reason being that these satellites were
under Earth eclipse periods during the first two weeks of August 2013. As mentioned earlier,
precise attitude modeling for these satellites needs to be studied in order to obtain accurate
orbits also during eclipse seasons.
For Precise Point Positioning, the 3-day orbit solution will be used, in order to achieve the
highest possible accuracy. Additionally, the GEO satellites have been deweighted with a
factor of 3 in PPP with respect to IGSO and MEO, in order to account for orbit uncertainty in
these satellites.
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Tab. 6.3: Orbit day-boundary differences (RMS), during August 2013, for 24 and 72 hours
orbit arcs. All units are centimeters.
1-day orbit arcs 3-day orbit arcs








G01 4.5 4.6 2.7 0.6 0.5 0.5
GPS
G25 1.7 5.3 2.3 0.4 0.5 0.5
R02 3.1 7.7 4.4 0.3 1.1 1.3
Glonass
R03 3.1 8.1 4.7 0.4 1.3 1.2
E11 7.4 18.3 9.8 2.7 11.6 3.4
E12 6.0 15.0 9.5 3.5 8.7 2.3
E19 4.8 22.5 12.3 1.3 3.7 3.5
Galileo
E20 4.2 19.2 9.3 1.2 3.7 3.5
C01 16.2 87.3 15.2 2.0 24.2 3.9
C02 81.9 185.9 9.0 6.3 30.7 11.9
C03 45.8 121.0 19.3 10.4 38.7 5.1
C04 34.4 76.7 10.6 3.3 25.9 5.2
BeiDou GEO
C05 50.1 113.7 15.3 5.3 30.7 9.1
C06 58.9 22.4 16.9 3.0 4.3 2.7
C07 24.7 22.1 24.3 15.4 60.5 11.8
C08 22.8 12.8 16.6 1.8 4.7 2.5
C09 17.0 10.9 10.2 1.0 2.2 1.8
BeiDou IGSO
C10 24.6 15.3 17.6 13.1 35.1 9.6
C11 4.5 44.8 11.5 1.2 6.6 2.6
C12 4.2 54.3 10.6 1.4 7.3 2.8
C13 5.0 48.5 16.2 0.9 7.9 4.8
BeiDou MEO
C14 5.2 50.2 17.7 0.9 8.2 5.2
6.6 Intersystem biases
When processing multi-GNSS observations, intersystem-biases need to be taken into account.
For Glonass, these biases have been extensively analyzed in the literature [Chuang et al.,
2013, Wanninger, 2012], and this study will mainly focus on Galileo and BeiDou. As
described in section 6.4, a single parameter per station and system (either Galileo or BeiDou)
is enough to account for intersystem biases, as all satellites are using the same carrier
frequency.
Additionally, in order to define the clock datum, a zero-mean condition has been applied
to all intersystem-biases in the orbit and clock estimation process, for each constellation.
This approach allows to assess relative differences in intersystem-biases between different
receivers in the network.
The daily intersystem biases for each constellation are depicted in figure 6.3. Generally, a
strong receiver-type dependency can be observed, with all stations with the same receiver
model showing similar biases. An exception has been found in receiver WTZZ (Javad Delta
G3T), which shows significant differences with respect to other Javad receivers. One possible
explanation is that this receiver has a different architecture that allows it to track also BeiDou.
It is also to be noted that the BeiDou intersystem-bias for WTZZ is different by more than
100 ns compared to Trimble or Septentrio receivers, meaning the effect is significant enough
and cannot be ignored for precise applications. Additionally, it is noticeable that there are


















































































































Fig. 6.3: Intersystem-bias estimates for several receivers in the MGEX network, for Galileo
(top) and BeiDou (bottom).
still small remaining differences with stations equipped with the same receiver type. This
might be due to antenna- or cable-induced delays, or thermal effects between hardware
installations at different locations.
6.7 Precise Point Positioning assessment
For multi-constellation Precise Point Positioning, a new kinematic PPP algorithm has been
implemented in NAPEOS, based on sequential least squares, following the guidelines given
in [Kouba, 2009], and the observation equations described in section 6.4.
In order to assess the effect of multi-constellation precise point positioning, some reference
stations from the MGEX network have been selected. These are KOUR (Kourou, French
Guyana), BRST (Brest, France), NNOR (New Norcia, Australia) and JFNG (Jiufeng, China).
The station locations are indicated in figure 6.4.
All stations are tracking GPS, Glonass, Galileo and BeiDou MEO. In addition, JFNG and
NNOR are also tracking BeiDou IGSO and GEO satellites, thanks to their geographical
location.
Figure 6.5 shows kinematic multi-GNSS PPP results for station NNOR on August 26th, 2013.
The 95% position error quantiles are 1.74, 1.16 and 3.95 cm, in the East, North and Up
components, respectively, after removing the first two hours of convergence period. It


































Fig. 6.4: MGEX stations selected for multi-GNSS PPP.
is interesting to notice the high number of satellites available for PPP when using all 4
constellations, resulting in a very stable geometry (Dilution of Precision - DOP).
In order to assess the benefits of multi-GNSS PPP, daily kinematic PPP results have been
obtained for the month of August 2013, for all four stations, in different configurations:
GPS only, GPS+Glonass, GPS+Glonass+Galileo and GPS+Glonass+Galileo+BeiDou. The
monthly average of the daily 95% position error percentile is summarized in figure 6.6.
As shown in previous studies [Hesselbarth, 2011], the contribution of Glonass on top of
GPS is quite significant in terms of kinematic positioning, thanks to the increased number of
satellites available and improved geometry. For example, the NNOR vertical error is reduced
by 36.3% when adding Glonass on top of GPS. Galileo further improves the vertical error by
3.5%, and the additional improvement with BeiDou is 6.7%. The contribution of Galileo on
top of GPS and Glonass is relatively small, due to the small number of satellites available,
which are visible from a station for a limited hours per day. The contribution of BeiDou is
slightly more important, specially in JFNG and NNOR, where IGSO and GEO also contribute
to the positioning solution in those locations.
Multi-constellation PPP is particularly suitable in situations with reduced sky visibility, where
the increased number of satellites allows to obtain a significant higher availability and
accuracy compared to standalone GPS. In order to simulate this scenario, the PPP engine has
been run with several elevation cut-off angles from 0 (full sky visibility) to 35 (reduced sky
visibility). The results for station NNOR are depicted in figure 6.7, in terms of positioning
accuracy and average dilution of precision. It can be observed how the accuracy of the GPS-
only solution degrades rapidly with partial sky visibility. The multi-GNSS solution behaves
significantly better in this condition, in particular the one with all four constellations, where
sub-decimeter level accuracy can still be obtained even in the 35 degrees cut-off scenario,
mainly thanks to the increased number of satellites visible for BeiDou, on top of GPS, Glonass
























































GPS Glonass Galileo BeiDou
Fig. 6.5: PPP kinematic results for station NNOR on August 26th, 2013.
and Galileo. In this case, Galileo improves the vertical accuracy by 12.6%, and BeiDou brings
an additional 33.1% improvement.
Regarding static PPP, it has been found that the addition of Galileo and BeiDou does not
significantly improve the daily coordinate repeatability. The reason is that the quality of 24
hours GPS-only PPP is already at centimeter level, and the addition of new constellations
does not improve significantly the accuracy. This was shown already for the case of GLONASS
in [Hesselbarth, 2011].
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Fig. 6.6: Multi-constellation kinematic positioning statistics for several stations in MGEX.
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Fig. 6.7: Positioning statistics and Dilution of Precision (DOP), for different elevation
cut-off angles, for station NNOR on August 26th, 2013.
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6.8 Summary and Conclusions
The GNSS landscape is evolving rapidly, with the addition of emerging satellite systems on
top of GPS and Glonass. In this study, precise orbit estimation results have been presented
for Galileo and BeiDou. The achieved orbit precision is generally at sub-decimeter level
for Galileo and BeiDou MEO and IGSO satellites. The orbit estimation for GEO satellites
is challenging due to the lack of geometry variation with respect of the reference station
network, and precision estimates are at few decimeter level. Satellite modeling remains
an area for further research, in terms of antenna phase center corrections and precise
attitude-modelling.
Significant intersystem-biases differences have been detected between different receiver
brands, that cannot be neglected for precise applications. Extended observation equations
have been presented to accommodate these biases, both in network adjustment and PPP
solutions.
Multi-GNSS PPP results show enhanced accuracy when using all four satellite systems to-
gether. However, the accuracy improvement is relatively small compared to the GPS+Glonass
case under good sky visibility. The improvement becomes more significant under reduced sky
visibility conditions, where the increased number of satellites allows to obtain significantly
higher accuracy and availability for the position solution. This is particularly visible in the
Asia-Pacific area where BeiDou IGSO and GEO satellites are available for positioning. It
can be expected that this level of performance will be extended worldwide with the further
deployment of Galileo and BeiDou during this decade.
In this context, the data provided by the IGS MGEX campaign is highly valuable for the
scientific community to get a better understanding of the new GNSS systems and signals.
This study would not have been possible without such data. The authors are also grateful to
Fugro for delivering the reference station data for scientific purposes.
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7.1 Abstract
Ambiguity fixing in Precise Point Positioning (PPP) has been extensively studied in recent
years. The provision of Uncalibrated Hardware Delays (UHDs) to the PPP algorithm, on
top of precise orbits and clocks, allows the recovery of the integer values of the carrier
phase ambiguities. Experimental results show that integer ambiguity resolution increases
the accuracy in the position domain. Most of the research so far has been done on GPS,
where the wide- and narrow-lane approach for ambiguity resolution has proven successful.
1Fugro Intersite B.V., Leidschendam (The Netherlands)
2Fugro Satellite Positioning AS, Oslo (Norway)
3Norwegian University of Life Sciences, Department of Mathematical Sciences and Technology
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In the context of multi-GNSS PPP, the aim of this study is to extend the method to Galileo.
Initial results for UHD estimation for Galileo satellites are presented. The contribution of
ambiguity-fixing to GPS+Galileo PPP is assessed.
7.2 Introduction
The Precise Point Positioning [Zumberge et al., 1997] technique enabled centimeter to
decimeter accuracy without the need for local reference station observations, taking precise
satellite orbits and clocks as input and precise observation modeling [Kouba and Héroux,
2001].
Traditional PPP is based on ionosphere-free linear combination of code and carrier phase
observations, which does not preserve the integer nature of the carrier phase ambiguities.
Therefore, without additional information, carrier phase ambiguities are estimated as real
numbers, in what is commonly known as a float solution.
In order to increase PPP accuracy, fixed solutions shall be attempted, namely positioning
estimates that are obtained after fixing of carrier phase ambiguities to their integer values.
Studies during recent years have demonstrated the feasibility to resolve integer ambiguities
in PPP using GPS, provided that additional code and carrier phase biases are provided as
input to the PPP algorithm. Several approaches have been developed, such as the Decoupled
Clock Model (NRCan, [Collins et al., 2008]), Integer Clock method (CNES, [Laurichesse et al.,
2009]) and the Single-Difference approach (GFZ, [Ge et al., 2007]). The above-mentioned
code and carrier phase biases are known in the existing literature as Uncalibrated Phase
Delays (UPDs), Fractional Cycle Biases (FCBs) or Uncalibrated Hardware Delays (UHDs)
[Geng, 2010].
It has been recently proven that all these approaches are equivalent [Shi and Gao, 2013].
Essentially, the ionosphere-free ambiguity is separated into a wide- and a narrow-lane
ambiguity. Wide-lane ambiguity resolution is based on Melbourne-Wübbena geometry-free
approach, while the narrow-lane ambiguity resolution is achieved via a geometry-based
approach. Ambiguity-resolution in PPP then becomes then feasible when UHDs are estimated
in a network adjustment and transferred to the end-user.
This method has been successful in increasing accuracy in GPS-based PPP. The aim of this
study is to provide initial experimentation for the extension of the method to Galileo. There
are currently4 four In-Orbit Validation Satellites (IOV) in orbit, launched in October 2011
(E11 and E12) and October 2012 (E19 and E20). At the time of preparing this article (July
2014), no Full Operational Capability (FOC) satellites have been launched yet.
4As in July 2014
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7.3 Ionosphere-free observation equations
The GNSS observation equations for pseudorange P and carrier phase L, between receiver r
and satellite s, with nominal frequency i, can be written as:
P r,si = ρr,s + T r,s + I
r,s
i + c(δtr − δts) + c(pri − psi ) + εPi (7.1)
Lr,si = ρr,s + T r,s − Ir,si + c(δtr − δts) + c(lri − lsi ) + λiNr,si + εLi (7.2)
where ρr,s is geometric distance between satellite and receiver; T r,s is the tropospheric
delay; Ir,si is the frequency-dependent ionospheric delay; c is the speed of light; δt
r and δts
are receiver and satellite clocks respectively; pri and p
s
i are pseudorange delays for frequency
fi, for receiver and satellite respectively; lri and l
s
i are carrier phase delays for frequency
fi, for receiver and satellite respectively; Ni is the integer carrier phase ambiguity with its
associated wavelength λi = c/fi; εPi and εLi are unmodelled effects, such as multipath and
thermal noise.
The ionosphere-free (IF) linear combination between frequencies fi and fj is obtained as:










with α = f2i /(f2i − f2j ) and β = 1 − α. Applying equations 7.3 and 7.4 to 7.1 and 7.2, the
resulting observation equations for the ionosphere-free measurements are:
P r,sIF = ρr,s + c(δtrIF − δtsIF ) + T r,s + εPIF (7.5)
Lr,sIF = ρr,s + c(δtrIF − δtsIF ) + T r,s + ar,sIF + εLIF (7.6)
where the ionosphere-free clocks also include the pseudorange hardware delay terms:
δtrIF = δtr + αpri + βprj (7.7)
δtsIF = δts + αpsi + βpsj (7.8)





j + brIF − bsIF (7.9)
The new hardware delays brIF and b
s
IF are a combination of pseudorange and carrier phase
delays, such that:
brIF = c(αlri + βlrj − αpri − βprj) (7.10)
bsIF = c(αlsi + βlsj − αpsi − βpsj) (7.11)
The hardware delays in 7.10 and 7.11 prevent the resolution of the integer ambiguities Nr,si
and Nr,sj . Therefore, in traditional PPP, the ambiguity parameter a
r,s
IF is estimated as a real
valued number.
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7.4 Derivation of UHDs
The wide and narrow lane approach described in section 7.2 is based on a the introduction








Nr,sw + brIF − bsIF (7.12)
The wide-lane ambiguity Nr,sw can be resolved using the Melbourne-Wübbena linear combi-
nation [Melbourne, 1985, Wübbena, 1985] of code and carrier phase observations:
MW r,s = αwLr,si + βwL
r,s
j − αnP r,si − βnP r,sj (7.13)
Where the combination coefficients are:
αw =
fi




βn = 1 − αn (7.15)
Applying equation 7.13 to equations 7.1 and 7.4 results in:
MW r,s = c
fi − fj (N
r,s
w + brw − bsw) (7.16)
Unmodelled effects are omitted from equation 7.16 for simplicity. brw and b
s
w are the Wide-
lane Uncalibrated Hardware Delays (WL-UHDs) for receiver and satellite respectively:
brw = (fi − fj)(αwlri + βwlrj − αnpri − βnprj) (7.17)
bsw = (fi − fj)(αwlsi + βwlsj − αnpsi − βnpsj+) (7.18)








where brn and b
s
n the Narrow-lane Uncalibrated Hardware Delays (NL-UHDs) for receiver
and satellite, respectively, associated with the narrow-lane ambiguity Nr,si . Finally, the wide-
and narrow-lane wavelengths are:
λw =
c




The ambiguity resolution method is based on the estimation of satellite hardware delays bsw
and bsn in a network adjustment, in a similar way as for orbit and clock estimation. Taking
these as input, the PPP algorithm can resolve the integer wide- and narrow-lane ambiguities,
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after the estimation of the receiver terms brw and b
r
n. If between satellite single-differences are
performed in the PPP solution then the receiver terms cancel out and the integer ambiguities
can be recovered directly at single-difference level after applying the satellite UHDs.
Constellation fi/fj λw(cm) λn(cm)












Tab. 7.1: Wide- and narrow-lane wavelengths for different signal combinations.
Table 7.1 shows the wide- and narrow-lane wavelengths for Galileo dual-frequency combi-
nations, where GPS L1/L2 has been added as reference. Although no public tracking data
on E6 exists at the moment, E6 combinations have been added for completeness. Although
the extra wide-lane combinations such as E5a/E5 or E5b/E5 might appear attractive since
the wide-lane ambiguity resolution can be done almost instantaneously thanks to the long
wide-lane wavelength, narrow-lane ambiguity resolution becomes almost impossible due to
the high-noise amplification factor of the corresponding ionosphere-free linear combination
with small frequency separation. As an example, E5a/E5b ionosphere-free combination has
an ionosphere-free noise amplification factor (AF =
√
α2 + β2) of 27.4, compared to 3.0 for
GPS L1/L2 or 2.6 for Galileo E1/E5a. In practice, only E1/E5 combinations are used, which
show similar characteristics to the traditional GPS L1/L2 in terms of noise amplification.
An alternative approach is to process the original observations directly 7.1 and , instead of
building the ionosphere-free linear combination. An example of this raw processing method
was e.g. proposed in [Zhang et al., 2011]. In this case, ionosphere parameters Ir,s have to
be estimated, together with the UHDs in each frequency, i.e lsi . The benefit of this alternative
approach is the additional MW step for deriving the WL-UHDs is not needed since the UHDs
can be estimated directly from the original observations without the MW combination.
7.5 Orbit and clock estimation
WL-UHDs can be estimated directly from GNSS observations but the resolution of geometry-
based NL-UHDs requires the availability of precise orbit and clock estimates. For this study,
this is achieved by processing a global reference station network, using the data that is
publicly available as part of the International GNSS Service (IGS) Multi-GNSS Experiment





















Fig. 7.1: Station network used for orbit and clock estimation, indicating Galileo signals
availability.
(MGEX)[Montenbruck et al., 2014]. The station distribution is shown in figure 7.1. It
has been noted that the majority of Javad receivers do not have observation data for
Galileo signals E5b or the AltBOC signal E5. In order to maximize data availability, E1/E5a
signals have been selected for this study, which are tracked from all the reference stations.
Observation data is processed at a 30 second sampling interval. The orbit accuracy has a
direct impact on the estimation of the geometry-based narrow-lane UHDs, as orbit errors
will directly impact the satellite clock and NL-UHD estimates. In order to obtain a highly
accurate orbit for Galileo satellites, 3-day orbits arcs are processed, where the central 24
hours is used for UHD estimation purposes. This ensures that the orbit accuracy is at the
centimeter level. NAPEOS software package has been used for generating orbit and clocks
for the Galileo satellites.
7.6 Consistency of Galileo Satellite UHDs
Since Galileo is a relatively new system, the consistency of the satellite UHDs estimated
from different receiver brands needs to be assessed, namely the feasibility to estimate a
consistent set of Galileo UHDs regardless of the receiver manufacturer and model. As shown
in equations 7.16 and 7.19, the presence of satellite pseudorange or carrier phase biases will
hamper ambiguity resolution, unless they are identical between receiver brands and can
therefore be assimilated in the UHD terms. Typical examples of these biases are Differential
Code Biases (DCBs), such as those existing for P and C/A tracking in GPS [Leandro et al.,
2007b]. Regarding phase measurements, quarter cycle biases might appear when tracking
different signal components, as I (In-phase) or Q (Quadrature) which have a quarter cycle
difference that needs to be corrected at observation level. Any remaining uncorrected biases
will impact the estimation of wide- and/or narrow-lane UHDs. As an example, ambiguity
resolution when mixing GPS and Galileo signals on L1/E1 and L5/E5a is challenging, as
already shown in [Melgard et al., 2013].














































Fig. 7.2: Single difference UHDs for E12-E19, wide- (top) and narrow-lane (bottom),
observed from New Brunswick on May 5th, 2014.
A zero-baseline setup is an adequate setup for assessing these biases, as all other errors
are common between receivers connected to the same antenna [Bakker et al., 2012]. In
particular, station data collected by the University of New Brunswick (Canada) has been
analysed, where a Septentrio PolarRx4 (UNBS) and a Javad Delta G2T (UNBD) receivers are
operated in a zero-baseline configuration, connected to a Trimble Zephyr Geodetic antenna.
Additionally, there is a Trimble NETR9 receiver connected to a separated antenna located
a few meters away, in a short baseline configuration. The data is being made available
as part of the MGEX campaign. Figure 7.2 shows single-difference UHDs for E12 and
E19, observed from these receivers on May 5th, 2014. The UHDs from different receiver
brands show a good level of agreement, with the maximum difference of 0.1 cycles in the
wide-lane component. This essentially means that a common set of satellite UHDs can
be applied universally for ambiguity resolution by all receiver types, without the need of
additional receiver-specific corrections. It is worth mentioning that the UHDs show some
variations at the beginning of the pass, this is due to the noise introduced by pseudorange
measurements, which are used in the Melbourne-Wübbena combination for the WL-UHD
estimation. This is one of the main constraints of the method, as the measurements need
to be averaged over a significant number of epochs (typically up to 30 minutes) before
wide-lane ambiguity resolution can be successfully achieved. This is illustrated in figure 7.3,
where the Melbourne-Wübbena observations from the three receivers for E20 satellite, have
been plotted. It is interesting to note that the noise of the Javad receiver (UNBD) seems to
be considerably higher than for Trimble (UNB3) or Septentrio (UNBS) receivers. Higher
noise implies higher time needed for wide-lane ambiguity resolution, as the average time
needs to be increased in order to get a reliable estimate for the wide lane ambiguity.


















Time (hours) since start of the pass
UNB3 (σ = 0.22)
UNBD (σ = 0.47)
UNBS (σ = 0.23)
Fig. 7.3: Melbourne-Wübbena measurements for Galileo satellite E20, from three receivers
in a zero-baseline configuration. For clarity, signals have been manually adjusted
to have a 0 mean (UNBD), +2 (UNB3) and -2 (UNBS).




















Fig. 7.4: EPN stations tracking Galileo
signals.
The estimation of UHDs in a network adjust-
ment is desirable in order to improve the
accuracy of the estimates and consequently
increase the reliability of ambiguity fixing
in PPP. However, one of the main difficul-
ties with the current Galileo constellation if
global satellite observability, with few satel-
lites available at the moment. The estima-
tion of single-difference (between satellites)
UHDs is challenging as it requires common
visibility of (at least) two Galileo satellites
from several stations, which was not always
possible with the MGEX network shown in
figure 7.1. In order to overcome this limita-
tion, some additional regional stations from
the European Permanent Network (EPN) are processed, together with global MGEX stations.
Figure 7.4 shows the geographical distribution of EPN stations that have been selected for
this study. All these stations are also tracking Galileo signals at the E1 and E5a frequencies.
Figure 7.5 shows the epoch-wise estimated UHDs using this network, for a period where
all satellites were visible simultaneously over Europe. Single-differenced satellite UHDs
are depicted, using E20 as the reference satellite. It can be observed that, with a sufficient
number of tracking stations, the UHDs can be reliably estimated and show a good temporal
stability. The distribution of the residuals of the UHD estimation for Galileo is shown in figure
7.6. The concentration of the residuals around zero is an indication that the estimation has















































Fig. 7.5: Single difference UHDs for Galileo satellites on May 5th, 2014.
been done correctly. In order to evaluate the success of Galileo UHD estimation, compared
to GPS, the cumulative distribution of residuals is depicted in figure 7.7. It can be observed
that, both for GPS and Galileo, more than 80% of residuals are within 0.1 cycles, both for
wide- and narrow-lane.
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7.8 Ambiguity-fixed PPP results
In order to validate the estimated UHDs, the carrier phase ambiguities in a combined
GPS/Galileo kinematic PPP solution are fixed to their integer values, after the network-
estimated satellite UHDs are applied. In particular, three PPP scenarios are considered: 1)
GPS float + Galileo float, 2) GPS float + Galileo fixed and 3) GPS fixed and Galileo fixed.
For the latter, UHDs for GPS are obtained processing standard L1/L2 observations, as already
shown in previous studies. The kinematic PPP results are summarized in table 7.2, where
stations of different receiver types have been processed, using a common set of orbits, clocks
and UHDs. The time span corresponds to a period when all Galileo satellites were visible
over Europe, between 04 and 08 UTC, May 5th, 2014. It can be observed that fixing Galileo
ambiguities allows improving the accuracy with respect to the float solution. However, the
improvement is relatively small (10 % in average), mainly due to the small number of Galileo
satellites currently available, compared to GPS. When GPS ambiguities are fixed, there is a
more significant accuracy improvement (34 % improvement in average). It can be expected
that the contribution of ambiguity-fixed Galileo PPP to the position accuracy improvement
will increase following the further deployment of the constellation and more satellites are
available for positioning.
Standalone Galileo PPP ambiguity resolution was also attempted in this study. However, this
could not be achieved in a reliable manner as the quality of the float solution in Galileo-only
PPP is relatively poor with only four satellites in view. The ambiguity success rates in this case
were very low (25-30%), compared to over 99% in the case of combined GPS+Galileo.
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Fig. 7.7: Cumulative distribution of UHD residuals, both for GPS and Galileo.
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7.9 Conclusions
In this study, an initial estimation of Uncalibrated Hardware Delays for Galileo IOV satellites
has been performed, using the wide- and narrow-lane approach and the E1 and E5a signals.
A zero/short-baseline analysis reveals that a single set of Galileo satellite UHDs is valid for
different receiver brands, including Javad, Septentrio and Trimble receivers. The UHDs can
be estimated using a reference station network, but the small number of satellites available
requires a relatively dense network in order to achieve sufficient observability for reliable
estimation. The post-fit residuals show the expected distribution, similar to that obtained for
GPS using the same approach.
In the position domain, the use of Galileo UHDs results in an increased positional accu-
racy with respect to the float solution, in combined GPS+Galileo PPP. The contribution
of ambiguity-fixing for GPS is significantly higher, mainly due to the higher number of
ambiguities that can be fixed thanks to the availability of more satellites.
Ambiguity-fixing in Galileo standalone PPP cannot be reliably achieved yet due to the
suboptimal accuracy of the float solution, since only four Galileo satellites are available at
the moment. Following further development of the constellation, the authors expect the
contribution of Galileo to the improvement of position solution to increase.
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8.1 Abstract
In order to achieve high-accuracy positioning, either Real-Time Kinematic (RTK) or Precise
Point Positioning (PPP) techniques can be used. While RTK normally delivers higher-
accuracy with shorter convergence times, PPP has been an attractive technology for maritime
applications, as it delivers uniform positioning performance without direct need of a nearby
reference station. Traditional PPP has been based on ambiguity-float solutions using GPS
and Glonass constellations. However, the addition of new satellite systems, such as Galileo
and BeiDou, and the possibility of fixing integer carrier-phase ambiguities (PPP-AR) allow
1Fugro Intersite B.V., Leidschendam (The Netherlands)
2Fugro Satellite Positioning AS, Oslo (Norway)
3Delft University of Technology (The Netherlands)
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to increase PPP accuracy. In this article, a performance assessment has been done between
RTK, PPP and PPP-AR, using GNSS data collected from two antennas installed on a ferry
navigating in Oslo (Norway). RTK solutions have been generated using short, medium
and long-baselines (up to 290 km). For the generation of PPP-AR solutions, Uncalibrated
Hardware Delays (UHDs) for GPS, Galileo and BeiDou have been estimated using reference
stations in Oslo and Onsala. The performance of RTK and multi-constellation PPP and
PPP-AR are presented.
8.2 Introduction
High-accuracy GNSS-based positioning of a mobile receiver can be realized by means of
absolute or relative positioning. Absolute positioning, as provided by the Precise Point
Positioning (PPP) technique, can be obtained using precise orbit and clock products and
accurate observation modeling, in order to compensate for or eliminate the errors impacting
GNSS signals, such as ephemeris errors and atmospheric delays [Zumberge et al., 1997]. On
the other hand, relative positioning, obtained by the Real-Time Kinematic (RTK) technique,
makes use of a nearby reference station to take benefit of the temporal and spatial correla-
tions of GNSS errors to compute the distance to the reference station with high accuracy
[Remondi, 1985].
RTK has been extensively used in land-applications, as it delivers instantaneous real-time
centimeter-level accuracy. One of the drawbacks of RTK is the need to keep a relatively
dense station network, as accuracy degrades with the distance to the base station. Although
techniques such as network-RTK or Virtual Reference Station (VRS) have been developed to
increase robustness of RTK positioning [Vollath et al., 2002], the dense network infrastruc-
ture is still needed. As an example, the Norwegian Mapping Authority (NMA) is operating an
RTK network in Norway (CPOS) consisting of more than 155 base stations. Average distance
between stations is 70km. The communication between base station and rover is typically
implemented by using radio frequency links in the UHF/VHF band, or mobile Internet, as
demonstrated in [Hu et al., 2009]. For some applications, the need of being close to a base
station is a significant constraint. A clear example is precise maritime navigation, where RTK
can be used, but only near the coastline where the base stations can be located. For deep sea
navigation, RTK is not a feasible positioning technology for high-accuracy.
The PPP technique appeared as a cost-effective alternative to RTK. Using a global station
network, precise satellite and orbit clocks products can be computed to high-accuracy. A
network of about 50 stations can be sufficient to estimate orbit/clock corrections with the
desired accuracy. If these corrections are provided to users in the field, decimeter level
accuracy can be achieved in real time. Commercial PPP service providers typically deliver
precise orbit and clock corrections globally in the L-band by means of geostationary satellites
[Melgard et al., 2010]. The main advantage of PPP is the provision of globally homogeneous
accuracy, independent of the distance to the closest reference station that was used as part
of the orbit and clock estimation process.
However, the accuracy obtained by standard PPP is generally worse than that achieved by
RTK, and PPP still needs a relatively long period of convergence time (about 30 minutes)
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before a decimeter level solution can be achieved. RTK delivers centimeter-level accuracy
with negligible convergence time.
RTK can fully profit from the high-accuracy of the carrier-phase measurements by resolving
the integer values of double-difference ambiguities between the base station and rover
receivers. Traditional PPP does not have access to double-difference ambiguities (as no base
station is directly involved in the position algorithm) and the zero-difference carrier-phase
ambiguities are estimated as float numbers. However, recent research has proven that, if
the fractional biases present in the zero-difference ambiguities are estimated, ambiguity-
resolution can be achieved also in PPP [Ge et al., 2007, Collins et al., 2008, Laurichesse
et al., 2009, Zhang et al., 2011]. The fractional biases have been known in the literature as
Fractional Cycle Biases (FCBs), Uncalibrated Phase Delays (UPDs) or Uncalibrated Hardware
Delays (UHDs) [Geng, 2010].
PPP with fixed ambiguities can improve accuracy with respect to the float solution. The
term PPP-RTK has been used by the scientific community to denote PPP solution with fixed
carrier phase ambiguities [Mervart et al., 2008, Geng et al., 2011], as well as PPP-AR (PPP
with Ambiguity Resolution). GPS-based PPP-AR was first demonstrated in offshore marine
platforms in [Geng et al., 2010], as a promising technique to increase PPP accuracy.
In parallel, the availability of new systems (such as Galileo and BeiDou), on top of the
traditional GPS and Glonass, increases the number of satellites available for positioning. It is
expected than multi-constellation PPP-AR solutions will improve the accuracy of absolute
positioning and bring it closer to RTK performance. At the time of writing, BeiDou is
composed of 5 Geostationary Orbit (GEO, PRNs C01-C05), 5 Inclined Geosynchronous Orbit
(IGSO, PRNs C06-C10) and 4 Medium Earth Orbit (MEOs, PRNs C11-C14) satellites. Galileo
constellation is made of the first In-Orbit Validation (IOV) satellites, assigned to PRN E11,
E12, E19 and E20. E20 suffered a power problem at the end of May 2014 and stopped
transmitting then L-band signals. For this reason, E20 could not be used for this research.
The first two Full Operational Capability (FOC) satellites were launched on August 22nd
2014, but an anomaly in the launcher caused that they were delivered into a non-nominal
elliptical orbit. At the time of writing this article, it is unclear whether these satellites will be
part of the operational Galileo constellation.
The purpose of this study is to present an empirical comparison between RTK, PPP and PPP-
AR using real dynamic data collected in a maritime environment, where multi-constellation
GNSS data was collected on board a vessel navigating near Oslo (Norway).
8.3 Vessel setup
For this study, two Fugro 9205 multi-constellation GNSS receivers have been installed
on board the Baronen vessel, a high-speed passenger ferry servicing the Oslo fjord. The
receivers were connected to two Trimble GA810 antennas, approximately 16 meters apart, as
shown in figure 8.1. The fixed antenna difference will be used as a reference for comparing
the accuracies of RTK, PPP and PPP-AR. The receivers are also connected to an onboard
computer for the storage of Rinex3 observation files that can be used for post-processing.
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Fig. 8.1: Picture of the Baronen vessel navigating in the Oslo fjord, including a detail on





















Fig. 8.2: Trajectory of the Baronen vessel on August 22nd, 2014. The vessel does short
passenger trips around Oslo Fjord. The locations of the reference stations at Oslo
and Onsala are also shown.
Observation data are stored in daily files at 5 seconds sampling. The vessel has a mobile
Internet connection that allows the remote monitoring and configuration of the receivers
and the download of the GNSS data.
In particular, GNSS data collected from 21st to 24th of August 2014 have been selected for
this study, due to good visibility of both Galileo and BeiDou from Oslo on these days. The
vessel was navigating during the first two days of the experiment, and was moored in harbor
the last two days. The analysis of these data provides a good representation of PPP and RTK
accuracies in both static and dynamic conditions. As an example, the trajectory of the vessel
on August 22nd 2014 is depicted in figure 8.2.
The vessel dynamics are depicted in figure 8.3, where both GNSS-derived velocity and
geodetic height are plotted, derived from antenna A on August 22nd. It can be observed that,
for this particular day, the ferry is making short trips between 4 and 7 UTC, and between
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Hours of August 22nd 2014
Fig. 8.3: Vessel speed (top) and geodetic height (bottom), derived from GNSS data
collected on antenna A, on August 22nd 2014.
The number of GNSS satellites visible from Oslo is plotted in figure 8.4. Apart of GPS and
Glonass, three Galileo In-Orbit Validation (IOV) satellites were tracked on the day under
analysis. For BeiDou, all 5 Inclined Geosynchronous Orbit (IGSO) satellites and 4 Medium
Earth Orbit (MEO) satellites were tracked. BeiDou GEO satellite C05 is also visible from
Oslo, but only at 10 degrees elevation and therefore not included in this study, due to the
high noise and multipath in the measurements at low elevation. The same applies to QZSS
satellite J01 which is visible from Oslo but at a maximum 12 degrees elevation.
8.4 PPP and PPP-AR processing
A prerequisite for PPP estimation is the availability of precise satellite orbits and clocks.
These have been estimated using NAPEOS (Navigation Package for Earth Orbiting Satellites)
and a combination of reference stations from the Fugro proprietary network and the publicly
available Multi-GNSS Experiment (MGEX) data. MGEX is a campaign by the International
GNSS Service (IGS) for the provision of multi-constellation GNSS data for scientific purposes
[Rizos et al., 2013]. In this case, dual-frequency pseudorange and carrier-phase measure-
ments on L1 and L2 frequencies have been used for GPS and Glonass, E1 and E5a for Galileo
and B1 and B2 for BeiDou. A study of the methodology for orbit and clock estimation and
the obtained accuracy has already been presented in [Tegedor et al., 2014], and therefore
will not be repeated here for simplicity.
























































Fig. 8.5: Single differenced Uncalibrated Hardware Delays (UHDs) for Galileo satellites
E11-E12 (top) and BeiDou C12-C14 (bottom), on August 23rd 2014
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PPP-AR solutions need the additional availability of Uncalibrated Hardware Delays. For this
study, these are derived independently from two different locations. In the first place, the
Fugro reference station located in downtown Oslo has been used to generate UHDs. The
station is equipped with a Trimble NETR9 receiver connected to a Trimble Zephyr Geodetic
antenna (depicted in figure 8.6). In addition, the reference station ONS1, located in Onsala
(Sweden) (figure 8.2), is used. The ONS1 station is operated by the Swedish Mapping
Authority (Lantmateriet) at the Onsala Space Observatory. The data are publicly available as
part of the MGEX campaign. ONS1 station consists of a Trimble NETR9 receiver connected
to a Leica AR25 antenna.
For both Onsala and Oslo, using the known antenna coordinates and satellite orbits and
clocks as input, UHDs have been estimated for GPS, Galileo and BeiDou, following the
undifferenced approach proposed by [Zhang et al., 2011]. In this case, the satellite UHDs
are estimated as the fractional part of the carrier-phase ambiguities, which are estimated in
PPP-mode with fixed antenna coordinates. The receiver UHDs can be eliminated by forming
between satellite single differences. The estimated hardware delays are used later on in the
kinematic PPP solutions for resolving the integer carrier-phase ambiguities. Glonass UHDs
have not been estimated, due to the presence of frequency-dependent biases that make
ambiguity-resolution challenging.
Figure 8.5 shows epoch-wise single-differenced hardware delays for Galileo E11-E12 and
BeiDou C12-C14 satellites, derived from the reference station at Oslo. It can be observed that
the delays are quite stable, but there are some variations in the estimated parameters at the
beginning of the pass while satellites are at low elevation and the carrier-phase ambiguity
has not fully converged yet.
Fig. 8.6: Oslo reference station antenna used for UHD estimation and short- and
medium-baseline RTK
In addition, the processing of the dynamic data in Precise Point Positioning has some
challenges that will be described next. For the Trimble GA810 antennas used, there is
no antenna calibration information, meaning that azimuthal- and elevation-dependent
variations are ignored in the PPP estimation. These phase variations are assumed to be
relatively small for these high-end antennas, and therefore the lack of modeling has no
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significant impact in the results of this study. Furthermore, the phase windup [Wu et al.,
1993] needs to be modeled in PPP, which requires the knowledge of the orientation of the
vessel antennas. For this study, the phase wind-up correction has been applied assuming
non-rotating receiving antennas. This is valid due to the fact that the mismodelling can be
absorbed in the estimated receiver phase-clock term, as the effect is common to all satellites
in view.
Fugro proprietary software has been used to generate the PPP solutions, generating epoch-
wise positions in ITRF08 reference frame for each on-board antenna. The elevation cut-off
is 10 degrees. Equal stochastic parameters are given to all constellations. In terms of
ambiguity-fixing performance, more than 98% of epochs have 6 or more ambiguities fixed.
Time to first fix oscillates between 10 and 20 minutes depending on the satellite geometry at
PPP initialization and the convergence of the float solution.
8.5 RTK processing
In order to have a reference solution for PPP, an additional RTK solution has been performed
for the antennas on-board, also using Fugro proprietary software. Unlike PPP, RTK does not
need precise orbits and clocks, as it is based on the usage of double-differenced observations
between the mobile antenna and the base antenna, in order to obtain the baseline length
between both. As the RTK performance depends on baseline length, three different scenarios
have been considered, including short, medium and long baseline.
For the short baseline scenario, antenna A has been considered the reference antenna and
antenna B the mobile antenna. The RTK processing estimates directly the distance between
the two on-board antennas. In this short baseline scenario, all GNSS errors are effectively
cancelled out and the GPS double-difference carrier-phase ambiguities can be fixed to the
integer values.
For the medium baseline scenario, the reference station in Oslo has been used as base station.
The baseline varies in this case between 2 and 20 km, depending on the vessel position.
In this medium baseline scenario, GNSS errors are cancelled out to a large extent (but not
completely), and it is still possible to fix carrier-phase ambiguities.
Finally, for the long baseline scenario, the station ONS1 has been used as a base station. In
this long baseline scenario, the baseline lengths varies between 278 and 288 km. In this
case, double-difference ambiguity-resolution cannot be reliably achieved due to the fact
that significant residual GNSS errors remain at observation level due to the large baseline
length.




















PPP GPS only (sigma = 2.74 cm)
PPP GPS+GLO+GAL+BDS (sigma = 1.53 cm)
PPP-AR GPS+GLO+GAL+BDS (sigma = 1.31 cm)
True distance
Fig. 8.7: Distance between antennas for August 21st 2014, using GPS-only PPP (red) and
multi-constellation PPP (blue), including GPS, Glonass (GLO), Galileo (GAL) and
BeiDou (BDS).
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8.6 Processing results
In order to compare PPP and RTK performances, the distance between the two antennas
on board is used as reference. The true antenna distance is derived as an average over
24 hours for the epoch-wise baseline estimates in the short-baseline RTK scenario. This













Fig. 8.8: Diagram of the PPP and RTK solutions for the estimation of the antenna distance
from the epoch-wise PPP and RTK processing described in previous sections. As shown in
figure 8.8, PPP estimates directly the absolute position of each antenna Pa and Pb, and the
computation of the antenna distance can be easily done as d = ‖−→D‖ = ‖Pa − Pb‖. As an
example, epoch-wise distance between antennas is depicted in figure 8.7, using GPS-only
PPP and a multi-constellation solution, including GPS, Glonass, Galileo and BeiDou, both
with float (PPP) and fixed ambiguities (PPP-AR).
In the case of RTK, the distances −→Da and −→Db from each antenna to the base station are
computed, and the distance can be computed as d = ‖−→D‖ = ‖−→Da − −→Db‖. It is to be noted
that the coordinates of the reference station antenna are not needed in order to compute the
distance between the on-board antennas.
The accuracy statistics for all scenarios for each day are summarized in table 8.1, which
includes the daily RMS errors from the true antenna distance, for each RTK and PPP
configuration. These results will be discussed in next section.
8.7 Discussion and conclusions
In this study, an accuracy assessment has been performed between RTK and PPP, both with
float and fixed ambiguities (PPP-AR), using the distance of two moving antennas as reference.
As expected, the results indicate that the best performance is obtained by short-baseline RTK,
and that the RTK performance degrades with the distance to the base station. In average,
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the long-baseline RTK solution is 4.5 times worse than the short-baseline RTK solution. The
medium-baseline RTK solution is only 15% worse than the short baseline solution.
In terms of float PPP performance, a significant improvements comes from multi-constellation
PPP solutions. The solution including all GNSS systems is in average 40% better than the
GPS-only solution. The contribution of Galileo and BeiDou is relatively small due to the
few satellites available at the moment. Ambiguity resolution in PPP brings an average
improvement of 10% with respect to the float solutions, even when UHDs are derived from
a single station. An interesting outcome is that, contrary to RTK, PPP-AR results are very
similar regardless of which station is used to generate the UHDs, either Oslo or Onsala,
despite the relatively large distance between them.
In terms of PPP versus RTK performance, RTK performance is still better in short and medium-
baseline scenarios, but PPP accuracy is better than RTK in the long-baseline scenario, specially
when multi-constellation PPP is used.
Regarding the difference between the static and dynamic scenarios, it is relevant to observe
that the results obtained in the dynamic scenario are generally more accurate than in the
static one. In the static case, the vessel is moored in harbor and GNSS tracking is slightly
suboptimal, due to the increased multipath and partial sky obstruction, due to presence of
nearby buildings. In the dynamic scenario, while the vessel navigates in Oslo fjord, tracking
conditions are better, due to open sky visibility.
As mentioned earlier, ambiguity-fixed PPP delivers the best point positioning accuracy, but
cannot replace short and medium-baseline RTK accuracy yet. The most likely reason is
that RTK is able to remove residual errors (such as atmospheric and ephemeris errors) to
a very large extent, but these are still present in PPP solutions, despite the availability of
precise orbits and clocks. However, the development of new systems, such as Galileo and
BeiDou, and the modeling improvements for these satellites will likely allow an increase in
PPP accuracy and bring it even closer to RTK.
PPP-AR relies heavily on satellite availability and visibility for fixing single-difference am-
biguities. Therefore it can be also expected that the performance of PPP-AR with Galileo
and BeiDou will also improve when there will be more satellites available from these
constellations, in the same way as for GPS today.
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9Conclusions
The work presented in this thesis has been focused on the usage of multi-frequency multi-
constellation Precise Point Positioning for geodetic applications. The research was motivated
by the on-going innovations in GNSS, due to new systems, satellites and signals being made
available by the service providers.
In particular, the usage of the new GPS frequency L5 revealed that the time-dependent
interfrequency biases need to be handled appropriately, in order to fully benefit from the new
signals. The current L1/L2-based clock products are insufficient to adequately accommodate
L5 observations in point positioning. In this research, a new set of L1/L5-based clocks has
been generated to apply to L5 observations.
In the context of multi-constellation PPP, orbit and clock products for Galileo and BeiDou
needed to be generated before point positioning could be achieved. The generation of these
products is somehow limited by the amount of tracking data available, as not all geodetic
receivers are tracking all the new signals and frequencies yet. Additionally, intersystem biases
need to be taken into account in the orbit and clock estimation process. Contrary to Glonass,
a single intersystem bias per receiver is enough to account for system-time differences and
internal receiver delays. The results indicate a strong receiver-type dependency for these
intersystem biases.
The orbit determination results indicate that the orbit accuracy for Galileo and BeiDou is
lower compared to more mature systems like GPS and Glonass. This suggests that further
research is needed in order to improve the orbit model for the new constellations. In
particular, models for solar radiation pressure and attitude (specially during eclipses) need
to be developed and further improved in order to increase orbit accuracy. Precise antenna
phase center offsets and variations need to be estimated or calibrated, both for satellite and
receiver antennas, to fully benefit from the precision of the phase measurements. Finally,
ambiguity-resolution in network solutions is a promising way to increase orbit accuracy.
Additionally, for the case of BeiDou, it is the first time that dual-frequency GEO satellites
could be used in precise point positioning. However, the orbit determination for these
satellites is specially challenging, due to lack of varying geometry from the reference station
network. The orbit accuracy for this satellites is significantly worse than for IGSO and MEO
satellites. In precise point positioning, stochastic models for GEO satellites need to be tuned
in order to account for this suboptimal orbit accuracy.
The contribution of Galileo and BeiDou to PPP is significant in terms of availability, specially
in difficult tracking conditions. The additional number of satellites can be of special benefit in
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scenarios with partial-sky obstruction, scintillation or interference. Additionally, multi-GNSS
positioning is likely to be less sensitive to single-GNSS failure, thanks to the large number of
satellites available. Under ideal satellite visibility, the accuracy results improve slightly with
the addition of Galileo and BeiDou, but the contribution is still reduced due to the modeling
limitations mentioned above.
BeiDou system is particularly interesting for PPP, as the current constellation configuration
allows to obtain continuous positioning in the Asia-Pacific area using BeiDou-standalone. The
performance of BeiDou PPP has been demonstrated, both in real-time and post-processing,
in this research.
In previous studies, ambiguity resolution for GPS had been used to increased positional
accuracy. During this research, the method has been extended to be able to estimate
Uncalibrated Hardware Delays for the new systems Galileo and BeiDou, enabling ambiguity
resolution in multi-GNSS PPP.
All the above concepts have been demonstrated in a field experiment, in which a vessel
was equipped with two multi-constellation receivers and two antennas. The results indicate
that the best absolute positioning accuracy was obtained when combining all GNSS systems
and fixing carrier phase ambiguities. However, the accuracy is still less than medium RTK
positioning (with 20 kilometer baseline). It is expected that the availability of more GNSS
satellites and the orbit and position models will allow to bring PPP positioning accuracy
closer to RTK.
In summary, this thesis has presented the initial results in Precise Point Positioning combining
several global navigation systems. The further deployment of Galileo and BeiDou, and
the constant improvements in network tracking and modeling efforts, will allow a better
understanding of the new systems, allowing higher accuracy in PPP in particular, and in
satellite geodesy in general.
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